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Abstract
Cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) has attracted great interest in the cucurbit[n]uril (CB[n]) family
on account of its capability to simultaneously accommodate two guests inside its cav-
ity, to form strong yet dynamic ternary complexes. Owing to the photo-induced trans
to cis isomerisation property, azobenzene (Azo) derivatives have been widely employed
in several host-guest systems, leading to various light-responsive materials. This thesis
focuses on CB[8]-based ternary complexes, especially those involving Azo derivatives.
These systems can be exploited as a platform to hierarchically fabricate supramolecular
constructs, including crystalline structures and composite materials. Specifically, novel
morphology-controlled (1D needle-like, 2D sheet-like) crystals have been prepared by
adjusting the assembly of Azo-CB[8] complexes, which can be further developed to ori-
ented macroscopic free-standing crystalline pillars grown from a glass surface. Next, a
composite micelle-nanoparticle complex has been prepared utilising Azo-CB[8] assem-
blies, which demonstrates ∼90% efficiency in surfactant recycling. Finally, an organic
CB[8]-mediated hydrogel reinforced by inorganic nanowires has been prepared. This
hybrid structure shows increased stiffness due to various supramolecular interactions.
Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction to CB[n] host-guest chemistry with emphasis on
CB[n]-based crystalline structures and CB[8] ternary complexes. Recent progress of Azo-
based host-guest chemistry is then reviewed. In addition, shape-controlled crystals formed
via supramolecular interactions are discussed at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 2 focuses on the crystalline structure of the 1:2 homoternary complex formed
between CB[8] and a methyl orange (MO) guest, which is the fastest CB[8]-based crystal-
lisation to date. As a commonly used pH indicator, MO possesses an azobenzene moiety
with both an electronically positive amino group and an anionic sulfonate group. At
i
low pH values, formation of the homoternary complex 2MO@CB[8] occurs, serving as
a ‘tectonic’ building block, which rapidly stacks into a herringbone arrangement. The
intermolecular and intercomplex interactions inside 2MO@CB[8] crystals are discussed,
whereby the CB[8] macrocycle orients the electrostatic charges on MO guests resulting in
the repulsive interactions being shielded; this in turn leads to fast electrostatically-driven
crystal growth. The 2MO@CB[8] system provides a promising approach for designing
ultrarapid crystallisation systems derived from CB[n] host-guest complexes. Moreover,
the host-guest chemistry between CB[8] and a variety of Azo derivatives with different
functional groups is discussed, demonstrating the influence of guest structures on their
crystalline behaviours.
Chapter 3 further explores the mechanism of 2MO@CB[8] crystallisation through a
series of experimental and computational methods. Control over the crystal shape, length
and growth rate can be achieved in a facile manner whilst maintaining the same (internal)
unit cell. Therefore, the properties of the macro-scale crystals can be tuned at the molecu-
lar level through adjusting the assembly of 2MO@CB[8] building blocks. For example,
tuning the ionic strength of the solution enables a second growth dimension, yielding 2D
crystals with sheet-like and more complex morphologies. Furthermore, our understand-
ing of oriented electrostatics provided by the homoternary tecton can then be exploited to
prepare oriented macroscopic free-standing crystalline pillars grown from a glass surface
at room temperature.
Next, CB[8] ternary complexes have been employed as ‘bridges’ to link (organic) soft
and (inorganic) hard materials together, resulting in composite materials. In chapter 4,
a micelle-nanoparticle complex (MNC) structure has been assembled via host-guest in-
teractions between Azo-functionalised, cargo-loaded micelles and magnetic SiO2 nan-
oparticles (NPs) functionalised with CB[8] catenanes. Owing to the photo-responsive
and magnetic properties, MNCs can be exploited to recycle detergents (micelles) from
aqueous solution. This is followed by the controlled release of the encapsulated hydro-
phobic molecules inside the micelle cavity. In this process, both the micelles and NPs
can be recycled efficiently. The novel MNC structure provides a promising approach to
ii
recycle versatile drug carriers through host-guest chemistry.
Chapter 5 introduces a CB[8]-based hydrogel in which inorganic nanowires (NWs)
are employed to enhance the gel stiffness. The supramolecular hydrogel is comprised
of methylviologen-functionalised poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA-MV), hydroxyethyl cellulose
with naphthyl moieties (HEC-Np) and CB[8]. The gel structure is effectively enhanced
by the framework supporting effects of CePO4 NWs and additional hydrogen bonding
interactions between NWs and PVA-MV/HEC-Np polymers. The high aspect ratio NWs
serve as a ‘skeleton’ for the network, providing extra physical crosslinks. This results
in a single continuous phase hybrid supramolecular network with improved strength,
showcasing a general approach to reinforce soft materials.
Finally, this thesis closes with a summary and perspective chapter, concluding the
present work and highlighting an insight towards future work. Utilising CB[8] tern-
ary complexes, various supramolecular constructs can be prepared through hierarchical
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1.1 Recent progress in cucurbit[n]uril host-guest chemistry
Traditional chemistry is based on covalent bonds between atoms, which leads to the
formation of molecules, while supramolecular chemistry focuses on weaker and revers-
ible (non-covalent) interactions between molecules, such as van der Waals forces, hy-
drogen bonding, pi-pi interactions, hydrophobic forces and metal coordinations.1 Based
on the lock-and-key principle (Emil Fischer, 1873)2 and hydrogen bonding theory (Linus
Pauling, 1939),3 Lehn (Nobel laureate in 1987) defined supramolecular chemistry as ‘chem-
istry beyond the molecule’,1 which has since made remarkable contributions in the fields
of materials science,4–7 medical chemistry8,8,9 and catalysis.1,10
Macrocyclic host-guest chemistry is a typical form of molecular self-assembly, where
the guest molecules and macrocyclic hosts bind selectively through various supramolecu-
lar interactions. The macrocycles are able to form inclusion complexes where the guests
are encapsulated within the cavity of the macrocyclic host on account of either energy fa-
vourable environments or a specific shape compatibility. Over the past several decades,
a wide variety of macrocycles have been synthesised, including cucurbit[n]urils,11 cyclo-
dextrins12 and calixarenes,13 which have been and are being broadly studied in materials
science.12
In 1905, the most prominent member of the cucurbit[n]uril family, cucurbit[6]uril was
successfully synthesised by Behrend.14 However, although the host–guest chemistry of
1
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other macrocycles (such as cyclodextrin) developed steadily over the past century, only a
small number of reports of CB[n] supramolecular chemistry were published prior to the
new millennium, where the CB[n] family began to increase dramatically, owing to the dis-
covery of CB[5], CB[7], CB[8] and CB[5]@CB[10].15,16 Among CB[n] homologues, CB[8]
has attracted much attention on account of its capability to simultaneously encapsulate
two guests. A wide variety of functional materials have been developed based on CB[8]
host-guest chemistry, such as hydrogels,17,18 polymeric networks,19,20 microcapsules21,22
and colloids.23,24 Therefore, CB[8] can be employed as a supramolecular ‘hand-cuff’ to
coordinate different components together, building complicated architectures.
1.1.1 CB[n] host-guest complexation
A class of macrocyclic host molecules made by glycoluril monomers are named as cucur-
bit[n]uril (CB[n]) (Figure 1.1) due to their shape resemblance of pumpkins, where n rep-
resents the number of glycoluril units in the host molecule. Cucurbit[6]uril (CB[6]) was
first synthesised in 1905 by Behrend through the condensation of glycoluril.14 However,
its structure has not been completely investigated until 1981, when Mock and co-workers
reported that CB[6] was composed of 6 glycolurils and 12 methylene bridges.25 CB[5],
CB[7] and CB[8] were discovered and isolated by Kim and Day in 2000.15,16 Then a new
homologue, CB[10], was isolated by Isaacs after five years.11 The structural dimension
of CB[n], including portal diameter, outer cavity diameter, height of torus and volume of
cavity have already been investigated and shown in Figure 1.2 and Table 1.1.26,27
CB[5] CB[6] CB[7] CB[8] CB[10]
Figure 1.1: Molecular structure of CB[n] homologues CB[5]-CB[8].11
All CB[n] homologues have the common depth of 9.1 Å, as the height of the single
glycouril is fixed. From CB[5] to CB[10], the increases of portal size (from 2.4 to 11.0 Å)
2
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Figure 1.2: Chemical framework (left) and dimensional structure (right) of CB[n].27
Table 1.1: Dimensions and solubility of CB[n] homologues.26
CB[n] a [Å] b [Å] c [Å] V [Å3] SH2O [mM] pKa
CB[5] 2.4 4.4 9.1 82 20-30 -
CB[6] 3.9 5.8 9.1 164 0.018 3.02
CB[7] 5.4 7.3 9.1 279 20-30 -
CB[8] 6.9 8.8 9.1 479 <0.01 -
CB[10] 9.0-11.0 10.7-12.6 9.1 870 - -
a: portal diameter; b: outer cavity diameter;
c: height of torus; V: volume of cavity; SH2O : solubility in water.
and cavity diameter (from 4.4 to 12.6 Å) lead to a cavity volume expansion from 82 to
870 Å3, resulting in the discernible host-guest features of different CB[n] homologues.
Interestingly, the water solubility of CB[n] displays an odd–even pattern (Table 1.1), pre-
sumably on account of the stronger intermolecular interactions in the solid state of CB[6]
and CB[8] than CB[5] and CB[7].28 Therefore, CB[5] and CB[7] have relatively high sol-
ubility in water (20-30 mM), whereas CB[6] and CB[8] show much lower solubility of
less than 0.02 mM.26 In addition, as CB[n]s are insoluble (less than 10−5 M) in organic
solvents, most investigations of CB[n] complexes in the literature to date are carried out
in the aqueous media.
The host-guest binding principle of CB[n] has already been extensively studied.29–31
As shown in Figure 1.3, the ion-dipole and hydrophobic interactions are the two major
driving forces for the binding activity of CB[n] host-guest chemistry. More recently, a
‘high-energy water’ theory has been proposed to explain the favourable binding event
from an energy perspective.27,32–34 Water molecules inside the CB[n] cavity are of high
3
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Figure 1.3: Two major types of supramolecular interactions between CB[n] and guest
molecules.29,30
energy due to their greatly limited hydrogen bonding. As shown in Figure 1.4, in the
event of a guest molecule entering CB[n] cavity, high-energy water molecules are liber-
ated from the cavity. As a result, reconstruction of the natural hydrogen bonding net-
work around formerly trapped water molecules occurs. This release exhibits a negative
enthalpy and simultaneously increases the entropy of the system, promoting its overall
stability.
Figure 1.4: Schematic illustration of the release of high-energy water molecules from the
CB[7] cavity upon binding of a hydrophobic guest.27
As mentioned above, CB[n] has guest selectivity that varies with the cavity size.27,28,35
Smaller homologues of the cucurbit[n]uril family (CB[5], CB[6] and CB[7]) are able to
bind with single guests. As the smallest analogue in CB[n] family, CB[5] only binds with
small guests such as protons, gas molecules (Ar, Kr, Xe, N2, O2, CO, CO2) and solvent
molecules.28,36 CB[6], with a larger cavity volume, is able to bind with aliphatic com-
pounds.37,38 CB[7] is capable to encapsulate a range of positively charged guests, such as
4
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bicyclooctane and adamantane amine.39,40 Particularly, CB[8], with a further increase in
cavity volume, is able to accommodate two guests simultaneously.41 CB[8] can first com-
plex with an electron-deficient guest such as a viologen derivative (MV) and then with an
electron-rich second guest such as a naphthalene derivative (Np), forming a stable 1:1:1
heteroternary complex (Figure 1.5a). However, the formation of this complex is revers-
ible. For example, if a competitive guest like 1-adamantane amine (ADA) is introduced,
CB[8] would prefer to bind with ADA and therefore dissociate from the first and second
guest (Figure 1.5b).
Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of a, CB[8] binding with MV and Np, b, Disassembly
of the ternary complex by addition of adamantane amine.42
1.1.2 CB[n]-based crystals
Between 2000 and 2002, a variety of crystalline structures of cucurbituril macrocycles
(CB[5], CB[7], CB[8] and CB[10]) were characterised by Kim16 and Day.43–45 Most CB[n]-
based crystals are prepared through cooling crystallisation or evaporative crystallisa-
tion.46,47 Recently, a variety of functionalised CB[n] macrocycles have been studied by
X-ray diffraction.48,49 For instance, crystals of monohydroxy-CB[5], CB[6] and CB[8] have
been reported by Ouari and co-workers.49
CB[n] crystals provide various applications owing to their unique 3D crystalline struc-
tures. As shown in Figure 1.6, Kim and co-workers have reported a honeycomb-like
CB[6] crystalline structure with 1D channels, exhibiting remarkable acetylene sorption
properties with permanent porosity and high thermal stability.50 Two years later, the re-
markable selectivity of CO2 (over CO)36 and highly anisotropic proton conductivity of
5
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Figure 1.6: a, X-ray crystal structure of CB[6], view down the c axis. b, 1D channels
in CB[6] with accessible pores emphasised in yellow. c, An aperture of the
1D channel formed by a hexagonal arrangement of CB[6]. d, X-ray crystal
structure showing acetylene molecules adsorbed in the channels.50
this interesting crystalline construct has been further studied.51 More importantly, the
investigation of the crystals of CB[n] complexes is of great significance in understand-
ing the binding nature and helpful in the rational design of new structures. Therefore,
several examples are discussed in this section.
Crystals of CB[6]-based complexes
In 1984, the first X-ray diffraction crystalline structure of CB[n] host–guest complex
was reported by Freeman, where a p-xylylenediammonium ion was encapsulated in
CB[6] (Figure 1.7a).52 Further investigations by Mock et al. have demonstrated that
CB[6] host-guest self-assemblies exhibit chain length-dependent selectivity towards al-
kane diammonium salts.53,54 As shown in Figure 1.7b and 1.7c, CB[6] binding is signific-
antly stronger to the diammonium ion guests with 5 and 6 methylene groups. This is a
result of their optimal cavity filling and maximum ion–dipole interactions. Additionally,
in contrast to the traditional understanding of CB[6] binding, crystallographic studies
suggest that CB[6] is also capable to form 1:2 host-guest complexes with specific guest
molecules.55,56
Crystals of CB[7]-based complexes
CB[7] is capable of binding to a much wider range of guests, such as adamantanes,57
ferrocenes39,58,59 and diamantanes,40,60 forming 1:1 binary complexes. The crystalline
constructs of CB[7] complexes are utilised to identify the structural features and design
ultratight host-guest binding. As an example, based on the crystals of diamantane diam-
monium ion@CB[7] complexes, Isaacs et al.40 have reported the strongest guest@CB[7]
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Figure 1.7: a, X-ray crystal structure of the p-xylylenediammonium ion encapsulated
by CB[6].52 b, Relationship between the binding constant (log Ka) versus
chain length m for H(CH2)mNH+3 (circle) and
+H3N(CH2)mNH+3 (triangle).
c, Dimensional comparison between CB[6] and various alkane diammonium
ions.27
complexation to date, with Ka=7.2×1017 M−1 in D2O. The X-ray crystal structure sug-
gests that the extremely high binding affinity is arising from the van der Waals surface
complementarity and the optimal ion–dipole interactions (Figure 1.8).
Figure 1.8: Representations of the X-ray crystal structure of the diamantane diam-
monium@CB[7] complex.40
Crystals of CB[8]-based complexes
A variety of guests@CB[8] ternary complex-based crystals have been studied, such as
dicationic,61 N-phenylpiperazine62 and palladium(II) complexes.63 The study of these
crystals contributes to the discovery of increasingly more fascinating features of CB[8]
chemistry among the CB[n] family. For instance, while investigating a series of diamantane
derivative@CB[8] complex crystals, Isaacs and co-workers have reported that CB[8] was
promising to prepare the tightest host-guest complex in CB[n] family, with a femtomolar
binding affinity.64 Moreover, CB[8] has been reported for a selective recognition towards
aromatic peptides (e.g. Phe-Gly-Gly, Figure 1.9a) by Urbach et al.47 As shown in Fig-
ure 1.9b, the crystallographic data suggests that in comparison to most peptides which
7
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formed 1:1 complexes with CB[8], Phe-Gly-Gly is able to bind in a 2:1 stoichiometry.
This is on account of the electrostatic interactions between N-terminal ammonium groups
from the peptide and the carbonyl oxygens of CB[8] portals (Figure 1.9c). This provides a
new approach for peptide separation and has built various dynamic peptide-based con-
structs through CB[8] host-guest chemistry. However, unfortunately, the time required
for crystallisation of CB[8] complexes (typically on the order of months) has limited their
further applications.
Figure 1.9: The crystal structure of 2(Phe-Gly-Gly)@CB[8]. Hydrogens and solvating wa-
ter were removed for clarity. a, Chemical structure of Phe-Gly-Gly. b, Cross-
eyed stereoview of the crystalline structure. c, The dashed lines indicate key
electrostatic interactions.47
Crystals of CB[10]-based complexes
After the first report of CB[5]@CB[10] inclusion complex in 2002 by Day et al.,44 the
crystalline structures of various CB[10]-based complexes have been investigated by Isaacs
and co-workers,65–67 leading to a better understanding of CB[10] binding activity. For ex-
ample, a nor-seco-CB[10] has been isolated by Huang et al., which contains two identical
macrocylic cavities.68 Its unusual binding profile has been proved through X-ray diffrac-
tion, suggesting an unexpected binding affitity towards larger guests. Based on this struc-
tural analysis, a homo-ternary complex between nor-seco-CB[10] and viologen guests has
been prepared and developed into polymeric nanoparticles, which exhibit metastable
properties.69
Other CB[n]-based crystals
Utilising the crystallographic studies of CB[n] complexes, the packing coefficient (volume
of the guest/volume of the host cavity) can be calculated.30 Rebek has proposed that 55%
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is the optimum packing coefficient for CB[n] complexes, and are generally associated
with the highest binding affinity.70 Furthermore, CB[n] macrocycles can also be utilised
as building blocks for the assembly of more complicated architectures, including supra-
molecular crystals71 and CB[n]-metal frameworks.72–74
1.1.3 Supramolecular ‘hand-cuff’ based on CB[8]
Figure 1.10: a, Schematic representation of supramolecular alignment of gold nanor-
ods. b, TEM images depicting the alignment of gold nanorods (scale bar:
25 nm).75
The fascinating 1:2 binding feature of CB[8] can be exploited as a supramolecular
‘hand-cuff’ to link two synthetically well-designed units together. This provides an out-
standing platform for the fabrication of a wide variety of supramolecular materials, such
as supramolecular polymers and the related assemblies (hydrogels, micelles, vesicles),17–21
stimuli-responsive systems (pH, redox and photo responsiveness),23,76,77 mechanically
interlocked molecular systems (rotaxane, catenanes)24,77,78 and surface-based host-guest
assemblies.75,77,78 For instance, a supramolecular alignment of gold nanorods is shown
in Figure 1.10, where CB[8] acts as a ‘hand-cuff’ to link nanorods together via host-guest
interactions.
Figure 1.11: Schematic representation of a supramolecular hydrogel prepared through
addition of CB[8] to a mixture of multivalent first- and second-guest-
functionalised polymers in water.79
A wide variety of polymeric materials have been prepared through taking advant-
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age of the CB[8] ‘hand-cuff’. The first CB[8]-based supramolecular hydrogel has been
prepared by Appel et al., where CB[8] is employed to induce the crosslinking formation
between a guest-functionalised hydroxyethyl cellulose and a poly(vinyl alcohol) polymer
(Figure 1.11). Based on this discovery, a wide variety of hydrogels have been prepared by
the Scherman group, including light-tunable networks,80 hybrid nanocomposites81 and
cargo-loading systems.82 In addition, through the incorporation of covalent interactions
with CB[8] host-guest chemistry, a range of composite supramolecular networks have
been prepared, exhibiting attractive properties, such as extreme stretchability, toughness
and self-recovery.19,20,83
Figure 1.12: Schematic illustration of the surface immobilisation of naphthol-
functionalised micelles via CB[8]-rotaxanes and the solvent-induced burst re-
lease of the loaded guest molecules.78
Furthermore, CB[8] has great potential in the fabrication of cargo delivery systems.
For example, through conjugating the first guest-functionalised hydrophobic segment
and the second guest-functionalised hydrophilic part together via host-guest interac-
tions, amphiphilic block co-polymers can be prepared. The supramolecular polymer
is assembled to produce functional micelles84 and vesicles,85,86 displaying outstanding
responsive drug-release properties on account of the dynamic nature of CB[8] ‘hand-
cuff’. Another example has been reported by Hu et al., a naphthol-functionalised micelle
is prepared and subsequently immobilised onto MV@CB[8]-functionalised Au substrate
via CB[8] host-guest complexation in the aqueous phase.78 As shown in Figure 1.12, the
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drugs encapsulated inside the micelle can be fully released upon the stimuli of organic
solvents. Additionally, using a microfluidic set-up, well-defined, monodispersed micro-
capsules have been prepared by Scherman and co-workers.21 These microcapsules are
capable of orthogonally storing both hydrophilic and hydrophobic cargoes, possessing
great potential in drug delivery and magnetic materials.
Figure 1.13: Stepwise formation of CB[8]-mediated heteroternary complex (first guest:
MV2+, second guest: azobenzene derivative) and one-electron reduction of
MV2+-CB[8].76
More importantly, owing to the versatile responsive properties of the guest molecules,
a range of CB[n]-based stimuli-responsive systems have been developed. As shown in
Figure 1.13, the transition from MV2+ to MV+· drives the formation of 2MV+·@CB[8] ho-
moternary complexes, while the electron-rich second guest is released from the CB[8]
cavity.76 In order to avoid the formation of 2MV+·@CB[8] complexes, an interlocked
surface-immobilised rotaxane with redox-responsive behaviours has been prepared by
Hu et al. (Figure 1.14),77 which had been further developed to a controlled release system
(Figure 1.12).78
Inspired by the surface-immobilised rotaxane system, surface-bound CB[8] catenanes
have been prepared by Scherman and co-workers, where MV@CB[8] are immobilised
onto magnetic silica NPs (Figure 1.15a, 1.15b).24 As shown in Figure 1.15c, the CB[8]
catenane structure are employed as a nanoscale molecular receptor to capture and re-
lease certain aromatic molecules on account of the redox-responsive behaviours of MV.
Moreover, through utilising its molecular recognition property towards aromatic pep-
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Figure 1.14: Redox-controlled ternary complexations of MV2+/DA@CB[8] and
MV2+/Azo@CB[8] on the Au surface.77
tides, the CB[8] catenane-functionalised SiO2 NP has been developed to a nano-platform
for peptide separation.
Figure 1.15: a, Complexation between CB[8] and MV-silane. b, Surface-bound
CB[8] catenanes on silica NPs (CBC-NPs) obtained by immobilising MV-
silane@CB[8] inclusion complexes onto silica NPs. c, Capture and release
of a target guest by CBC-NPs.24
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1.2 Azobenzene in host-guest chemistry
Azobenzenes (Azo) are a class of diazene (HN=NH) derivatives with both hydrogens
being replaced by phenyl groups. The sp2 hybridised nitrogen atoms can exist in either
the trans (also denoted as E state) or cis (the Z state) conformation (Figure 1.16a). Azo
compounds were discovered as important synthetic colouring agents in the mid 1800s,
and have since been widely utilised in the dye industry.87 In 1937, cis-Azo was discovered
and isolated through a solvent extraction method by Hartley, where the trans isomer was
found to be capable of partly converting into cis-Azo when exposed to light.88 The optical
properties of the Azo chromophore have now been studied for over 80 years.
Figure 1.16: a, Chemical structures of trans and cis isomers of azobenzene. b, Simplified
state model for azobenzene chromophores. The extinction coefficients are
denoted ε, whereas the quantum yields for the photo-isomerisations are la-
belled φ. The rate of thermal relaxation is denoted by k. Competition between
these pathways determines the composition of the photo-stationary state. c,
Isomerisation pathways from E- to Z-azobenzene and vice versa.87,89–91
As shown in Figure 1.16b, the trans isomer is approximately 50 kJ/mol more stable
than its cis counterpart. Hence, the trans-Azo is dominant (>99.99 %) in dark envir-
onments at equilibrium.92,93 The trans to cis isomerisation of Azo occurs upon external
stimuli, such as UV irradiation,88,94 electrostatic stimulation95,96 and mechanical stress.97
For example, the absorption of a photon (340 nm irradiation) will result in the move-
ment of aromatic rings, leading to an efficient trans to cis conversion. The timescale of
this photo-isomerisation process is on the order of picoseconds.98,99 Furthermore, a back-
isomerisation (cis to trans) can be achieved when the cis isomer is elicited upon visible
light irradiation at 450 nm. As shown in Figure 1.16c, two pathways of the isomerisa-
tion mechanism have been proposed.90,91 The photo-isomerisation step from trans to cis
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is carried out through a rotational or an inversion pathway, while the cis to trans isomer-
isation occurs via an inversion pathway only. However, since the isomerisation process is
affected by various factors, such as the irradiation wavelength,100,101 substituents94 and
solvent properties,100,102,103 it cannot be satisfactorily explained by a single mechanism,
even for the unsubstituted Azo.104
Azo can be synthesised through three typical strategies: the creation of the Azo bond
by (i) the coupling of two aromatic compounds;91 and (ii) the reduction of azoxyben-
zene compounds105,106 or (iii) the oxidation of hydrazo derivatives.107,108 On account of
the cleanness of the photoreaction without generating side-products,89 Azo has been ex-
ploited to produce a class of functional materials, such as protein probes,109,110 surface
modified materials,111,112 molecular machines113,114 and polymeric materials.115,116 In ad-
dition, Azo derivatives have been employed as chromophores in industrial dyes117 and
pH118/metal ion indicators.119
1.2.1 Photo-responsive host-guest complexes
Figure 1.17: The photo-responsive behaviours of a, stilbene derivatives; b, diarylethene
derivatives and c, coumarin derivatives.90,91
Stimuli-responsive host-guest complexes have attracted a tremendous interest in supra-
molecular chemistry. The special feature of those complexes includes the encapsulation
and release of a guest in a controllable manner upon the stimuli by chemical reagents,
light and redox potential changes.120 Light is an outstanding control element on account
of several advantages: (i) it exhibits good cleanness with high efficiency; (ii) it can be eas-
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ily switched on and off with precise irradiated wavelengths, intensities and time; (iii) the
light-induced transition can happen in a confined space.
Three examples of the commonly used photoswitchers are shown in Figure 1.17: (a) mo-
lecules that switch between trans and cis isomers (such as Azo, fumaramide and stilbene
derivatives, Figure 1.17a); (b) molecules with interconverting properties between closed
and open rings (such as diarylethene and spiropyran derivatives, Figure 1.17b); (c) mo-
lecules with reversible dimerisation properties (such as coumarin and anthracene deriv-
atives, Figure 1.17c).120
Figure 1.18: a, A light-responsive bis(p-sulfonatocalix[4]arene)-based supramolecular
polymer.121 b, Preparation, self-assembly and disassembly of the supra-
molecular Janus hyperbranched polymer (JHBP).122
The combination of photo-responsiveness and host-guest chemistry has given birth to
a wide range of interesting light-responsive systems, such as supramolecular polymers,
vesicles and nano-materials.121,123,124 Since the binding affinity between trans-Azo and
macrocyclic hosts is generally much higher than its cis counterpart, the trans to cis trans-
ition would likely induce disassembly of the host-guest complex. For example, by us-
ing the host-guest recognition between bis(p-sulfonatocalix[4]arene) (BSC4) and Azo, Liu
and co-workers have reported a linear supramolecular polymer with light-induced mor-
phology transformations.121 As shown in Figure 1.18a, upon UV irradiation, the supra-
molecular polymer transforms from linear chains to spherical nanoparticles, while the
reversible cis to trans isomerisation can be achieved under the irradiation of visible light.
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Then a novel Janus hyperbranched amphiphilic polymer has been prepared through the
host-guest complexation between Azo and cyclodextrin (CD). The polymer can be further
assembled to unilamellar bilayer vesicles (Figure 1.18b),124 which are able to disassemble
under UV irradiation. Furthermore, Azo host-guest complexes have been exploited to
fabricate controlled release systems. For example, Ferris et al. have reported an Azo-
functionalised mesoporous silica nanoparticle with nanovalves, where fluorescent dyes
are captured and released in a controllable manner.123 The operation of the nanovalve is
shown in Figure 1.19, where the formation of trans-Azo@CD complexes blocks the surface
of mesoporous silica nanoparticles, and therefore cargoes are entrapped inside the cav-
ity. Moreover, the pseudorotaxane structure dissociates upon UV irradiation on account
of the disassembly of host-guest complexes. As a result, the dye molecules are released,
and therefore the cargo loading, blocking and light-controlled releasing procedures have
been successfully achieved.
Figure 1.19: Schematic representation of a photocontrollable nanovalve.123
1.2.2 Azobenzene-CB[n] complexation
The first investigation of host-guest chemistry between Azo and CB[n] has been carried
out by Isaacs and co-workers, where Azo@CB[7] is successfully prepared.125 However,
the photo-induced Azo isomerisation has not been exploited to light-responsive host-
guest systems since both trans and cis Azo isomers are able to bind with CB[7] in a
1:1 fashion. Recently the Scherman group has reported that trans-Azo could be em-
ployed as the second guest to bind with methylviologen-containing (MV2 or MV, the first
guest) CB[8], forming an MV@trans-Azo@CB[8] ternary complex.126 In comparison to
the MV/trans-Azo@CB[8] heteroternary complex, cis-Azo is geometrically unfavourable
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Figure 1.20: a, Schematic illustration of the design, formation and orthogonal switch-
ing of the heteroternary complex. b, Schematic illustration of dimerisation-
driven electrochemical switching (left) and isomerisation-driven pho-
toswitching (right) on a surface.76
to be encapsulated by CB[8] cavity in the presence of MV, leading to either disassembly
or a 1:1 binary inclusion complex.76 As shown in Figure 1.20a, through incorporating
both redox- and light-responsive components, CB[8] mediated host–guest heteroternary
complexes are responsive to orthogonal stimuli in a reversible manner, which has been
applied to a patterned substrate (Figure 1.20b), resulting in visualised changes of water
contact angle measurements and fluorescent microscopic images.
Based on the photo-responsive complexation, MV/trans-Azo@CB[8] system has been
further exploited to a variety of functional materials, such as supramolecular hydro-
gels,80 colloids23 and rotaxanes.77 As shown in Figure 1.21, a novel photo-responsive
hybrid raspberry-like colloid (HRC) structure has been reported by Scherman and co-
workers.23 Azo is initially immobilised onto the surface of silica nanoparticles (NPs),
while MV-functionalised polymeric NPs are employed as the corona. The HRC structure
can be readily prepared by mixing the solutions of Azo-silica core and CB[8]-precomplexed
MV-NP corona. The reversible assembly and disassembly of HRCs is achieved upon ir-
radiation of visible (420 nm) or UV (350 nm) light respectively, providing potential ap-
plications in catalysis and drug delivery. Similarly, a hollow mesoporous raspberry-like
colloid has been prepared by Hu et al.,127 where the Azo-modified hollow mesoporous
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Figure 1.21: a, Stepwise formation of MV/trans-Azo@CB[8] ternary complex and light-
driven reversible disassembly of the complex. b, Hybrid raspberry-like col-
loids obtained by MV/trans-Azo@CB[8] complexation and their light-driven
reversible disassembly.23
silica core is assembled with MV-contained Fe3O4 NPs via CB[8]. The cargoes loaded in-
side the cavity of mesoporous colloids can be released in a light-controlled manner due
to the removal of Fe3O4 NP ‘caps’.
The crystalline structures of Azo-CB[8] complexes have also been investigated. As
shown in Figure 1.22, a CB[8]-mediated supramolecular polymer has been prepared via
MV/trans-Azo@CB[8] complexation, which can be reversibly disassembled upon UV ir-
radiation.128 More importantly, the solid state structures of both the Azo@CB[8] monomer
and the supramolecular polymer have been successfully characterised in this study. In-
spired by this, Azo-CB[8] complex has been exploited to impart photo-responsive prop-
erties to other photo-inactive phenomena. For example, the thermal phase transition of
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) can be regulated in a light-controlled manner
through introducing CB[8] and Azo-contained monomers.129
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Figure 1.22: a, Chemical structure of E-1. Side and top view of CB[8]·Z-1. Only the
largest component of Z-1 disorder is shown. b, Chemical structure of E-2.
Side view of the supramolecular polymer CB[8]n·E-2n. C, gray; N, blue; O,
red; H, white.128
1.3 Shape-controlled crystals
Shape-controlled crystals have attracted much attention over the past several decades be-
cause the crystalline morphologies have remarkable effects on the optical,130 electronic131
and chemical132,133 properties of the materials. The size and shape distribution of crys-
tals also have a significant importance in chemical industries.134–136 For example, needle-
shaped crystals with high aspect ratio are difficult to process, limiting their pharmaceut-
ical applications.137 In contrast, needle-like ZnO nanowires show excellent performance
in solar cell materials.138 Unfortunately, morphology-control is still a main challenge
in crystallography,139 since the crystallisation process is fast and kinetically controlled
rather than thermodynamically controlled.140 Therefore, the process is difficult to predict
on account of the complicated interactions over multiple levels.
Inorganic semiconducting and metallic materials exhibit size-dependent electrical, op-
tical and chemical properties, contributing to the birth and development of nanoscience
and nanotechnology.142 Thus, a wide variety of nanomaterials with specific shapes have
been investigated, such as nanowires,138 nanotubes,143 nanosheets,144 nanoribbons,145
nanorods146 and nanospheres etc.147 For instance, the morphology-control of hydro-
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Figure 1.23: a-e, SEM images of ZnO nanowire arrays grown on sapphire substrates. A
top view of the well-faceted hexagonal nanowire tips is shown in e. f, High-
resolution TEM images of individual ZnO nanowires.141
thermally grown ZnO nanowires has been reported,148 with tunable aspect ratio between
0.1 and 100, while the crystalline shape changes from platelet-like to needle-like. Moreover,
as shown in Figure 1.23, Yang’s group has introduced the further fabrication of ZnO
nano-crystals onto surfaces, resulting in a wide range of oriented vertical nanostructures
with fascinating optical properties.141,149,150
Organic crystals frequently display size-dependent properties upon the size increase.
This phenomenon is called crystallisation-induced effect (CIE).142 The CIE suggests new
electrical, optical and chemical properties of large organic crystals which do not exist in
the corresponding molecules. Therefore, organic crystals are likely to exhibit property
changes upon the alternation of crystalline geometries.142 To achieve this goal, through
using molecules such as polyacene,151–153 fullerene154–156 and phthalocyanine,157,158 a
wide variety of organic crystals with controlled morphologies at nano- or micrometre
levels have been designed, prepared and characterised.
Physical vapor transport (PVT) and solution phase crystallisation techniques have been
employed as traditional crystallisation methods in preparing various organic and inor-
ganic crystals.142 Therefore, several modified methods have been recently developed to
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Figure 1.24: Schematic view of f-PVT setup and the mechanism of nanobelt formation
during f-PVT process.159,160
prepare morphology-controlled crystals, such as flow-type PVT (f-PVT), drop-drying and
solvent vapor annealing.142 Most of these methods regulate the crystal shape through
altering the physical factors during crystallisation process, including the pressure, tem-
perature and solvent type. For instance, the process of f-PVT is shown in Figure 1.24, in-
cluding three main steps: vaporisation, condensation and recrystallisation.159,160 Firstly,
the precursor powder is vaporised from the centre region and transported to the end
region by a carrier gas. Secondly, the transported vapors are condensed onto the col-
lecting substrate on account of the lower temperature of the sample-collecting region.
Finally, when the collected condensates are populated, the transported vapors are likely
to be saturated and resulted in crystals with specific shapes. More importantly, the crys-
tal morphology can be adjusted through altering recrystallisation conditions, such as the
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precursor temperature, collecting substrate temperature and gas carrier flow rate. For
example, the crystalline shape of pentacene can be tuned between 1D wire-like and 2D
disk-like through changing the precursor temperature (Figure 1.25).152
Figure 1.25: SEM images representing the influence of precursor temperature on the mor-
phology of pentacene crystals.152
Shape-controlled crystals via supramolecular interactions
Figure 1.26: Schematic illustration of a, the 3D network produced from protonated
melamine through multiple hydrogen bonds, counterion bridging and pi-
pi stacking and b, 2D microsheets produced from dialkylated melaminium
derivatives through chloride ion bridged hydrogen bonds as well as elec-
trostatic interaction and pi-pi stacking, while alkyl chains are introduced to
eliminate the interaction of multiple hydrogen bonds in the previous 3D net-
work.161
Over the past 50 years, with the development of crystal engineering,162,163 a wide range
of intermolecular interactions have been well investigated, such as van der Waals inter-
actions,164 hydrogen bonds,165 dipole-dipole interactions166 and halogen bonds etc.167
These supramolecular interactions have also been employed in the preparation of shape-
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controlled crystals. Zhang and co-workers have reported a 2D organic microsheet through
the assembly between dialkylated melamine derivatives and halogen acids. As shown
in Figure 1.26, the crystal shape is determined by various supramolecular interactions,
and the aspect ratio of microsheets can be modulated by utilising an acid to adjust the
counterion-bridged hydrogen bonds, pi-pi stacking and electrostatic interactions.161 Based
on this study, a one-pot method of preparing 1D core/shell microrods has been reported,
where the length and width of microrods can be adjusted by simply varying the molar
ratio of different compositions.168
On the other hand, CB[n] also exhibits great potential in the fabrication of shape-
controlled crystals. The crystallisation process of the complex between CB[6] and pro-
tonated adrenaline guest is shown in Figure 1.27. Upon the transformation of a kinetic
1:1 complex to a thermodynamic 1:2 complex, both needle-like and sheet-like crystals are
observed at different times.56
Figure 1.27: Photographs of the crystals of adrenaline-CB[6] complexes at different times:
a, after 1 hour: needles of complex 1; b, after 2 days: both needles of 1 and
prisms of complex 2; c, after 1 week: only prisms of complex 2. Schematic
view of d, complex 1 and e, complex 2 between CB[6] and protonated adren-
aline.56
1.4 Project aim and thesis overview
The aim of this thesis is exploiting CB[8]-based ternary complexes, especially the compl-
exation with Azo derivatives, to prepare crystalline and composite materials with prop-
erties, such as ultra-fast or shape-controlled crystallisation, and potential applications in
detergent recycling as well as hydrogel reinforcement. To this end, a series of functional
CB[8]-based supramolecular assemblies (crystals, micelle-nanoparticle complex and hy-
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drogels) have been produced through hierarchically coordinating materials at molecular
or nanometre level. In addition, the obtained structures can be reversibly disassembled
by utilising the non-covalent nature of CB[8]-assisted host-guest complexation.
Chapter 2 introduces the interactions between CB[8] and the common dye methyl or-
ange (MO) guest, which, to the best of our knowledge, makes 2MO@CB[8] to be the
fastest CB[n] ternary complex crystallisation reported to date. Moreover, the host-guest
chemistry between CB[8] and a series of MO derivatives with different functional groups
is discussed, illustrating the relationship between different guest structures and their
crystalline behaviours.
In chapter 3, a series of experimental and computational methods have been carried out
to understand the crystallisation mechanism of 2MO@CB[8]. Consequently, control over
the crystal shape, length and growth rate can be achieved in a straightforward manner
whilst maintaining the same (internal) unit cell. Our understanding of oriented electro-
statics provided by the homoternary complex is then exploited to prepare vertical macro-
scopic free-standing crystalline pillars grown from a glass surface at room temperature.
Chapter 4 introduces the application of Azo-CB[8] complex in a composite system,
where Azo-functionalised micelles have been prepared and attached onto the surface of
CB[8] catenane-functionalised silica NPs, forming a novel micelle-nanoparticle complex
(MNC). Using responsive CB[8] host-guest complexation, a dual recycling system has
been proposed, where MNCs are exploited to recycle surfactants (micelles) in aqueous
solution, and the hydrophobic molecules (i.e. lipophilic cargoes) inside the micelle can
be released in a controllable manner. In this process, both the micelles and NPs can be
recycled with high efficiency.
In chapter 5, as the last example, a hybrid hydrogel based on CB[8] ternary complex is
introduced. The organic supramolecular hydrogel (soft materials) is reinforced through
the introduction of extremely small quantities of inorganic CePO4 nanowires (hard ma-
terials). The mechanical properties of the hydrogels have been enhanced through hydro-




Finally, a concluding and perspective chapter summarises the present work and high-
lights the great potential of exploiting CB[8]-based ternary complexes as outstanding
tools in fabricating crystalline and composite constructions, which will lead to versat-
ile functional materials in the future.
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Complexation between CB[8] and methyl
orange derivatives
The computational results in this chapter were carried out in collaboration with Hongbin
Liu under the supervision of Prof. Xiaosong Li from Department of Chemistry, Univer-
sity of Washington. The Single crystal X-ray diffraction characterisation (data collection
and structure solution) was carried out in collaboration with Dr. Perter N. Horton from
EPSRC National Crystallography Service, University of Southampton. The data collec-
tion of MS was carried out by Dr. Dijana Matak-Vinkovic, Department of Chemistry,
University of Cambridge.
This work has been included in the following peer-reviewed article:
Liu, C.‡; Liu, H.; Wu, Y.; Wu, G.; Horton, P. N.; Xiang, G.; Matak-Vinkovic, D.; Li,
X.; Scherman, O. A. ‘Formation of shape-controlled crystals through rapid assembly of
host-guest tectons’. (submitted)
Among various supramolecular stimuli-responsive materials, photo-sensitive systems
are of particular interest, since light can be precisely controlled over specific wavelength
and employed as an external stimulus in a remote manner.76 The first Azo@CB[8] com-
plex was reported by Tian and co-workers in 2014,76 since then Azo derivatives have
attracted great attention in CB[8] host-guest chemistry owing to their fascinating photo-
responsive behaviours, leading to a variety of applications (e.g. photo-controlled supra-
molecular polymers,128 photo-sensitive hybrid raspberry-like colloids23 and materials
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with photo-responsive solution-phase transitions).129 However, most of these materials
are based on the photo-induced isomerisation of Azo derivatives. The crystalline prop-
erties of Azo@CB[8] complexes have not been fully investigated and should be of great
significance in the design of CB[8]-based functional materials.
Therefore, in this chapter, a commonly used Azo dye molecule, methyl orange (MO),
has been complexed with CB[8], exhibiting fast crystallisation behaviours on account of
its particular molecular geometry. To the best of our knowledge, 2MO@CB[8] crystal is
the fastest crystallisation of CB[n] complexes to date, which can be observed by the naked
eye within 10 min. Preliminary characterisations have been carried out to understand
the composition of the MO-CB[8] solution. Next, using X-ray diffraction technique, the
crystalline structure of 2MO@CB[8] has been investigated, where versatile intermolecular
and intercomplex interactions have been discussed. The results of which suggest that
the fast crystal growth is driven by strong electrostatic interactions. Finally, in order to
understand the relationship between molecular structures and crystalline properties, the
complexation of CB[8] and a series of Azo derivatives has been studied. The fundamental
study of 2MO@CB[8] in this chapter paves the way for the further fabrication of more
sophisticated structures in chapter 3.
2.1 Introduction
Cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) has been utilised to prepare various self-assembled materials,
such as hydrogels,169 microcapsules21 and nanocavities170 owing to their dynamic and
reversible binding nature. Several aspects enable the high-affinity binding of CB[n]-based
host-guest complexes, including ion-dipole interactions,29 size complementarity27,30 and
the release of high-energy water.32–34 Due to their strong ion-dipole interactions, various
cationic guests for CB[8] have been widely studied.29,126,171 In contrast, there is very little
research about the binding effects of anion-containing guests since they have repulsive
interactions with CB[n] portals. Recently, a ‘back interaction’ theory has been proposed
by Tao et al.,172,173 which focuses on the secondary interactions between anionic moieties
and the outside of the CB[n] macrocycle in crystalline solids. As shown in Figure 2.1, the
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negatively-charged groups of the guest extend beyond the CB[n] cavity and can form ion-
dipole, hydrogen bonding or other strong interactions with the neighbouring complex to
stabilise the crystalline structure.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the secondary interactions outside of the CB[n] macro-
cycle.172,173
Crystalline guest@CB[n] complexes are of great significance in understanding the bind-
ing nature of the system. They are also helpful in the rational design of new complexes
and structures.27,30,46 However, despite the attractive properties of CB[n]-based crystals,
the time required for the crystal growth (typically on the order of months) has limited
their further applications.40,47,128 As such, ultrafast crystallisation of CB[8]-based com-
plexes is of great interest and might lead to a wide variety of functional materials and
potential applications.
Since the first Azo@CB[7] complex reported in 2009,125 Azo derivatives have played
an important role in CB[n] host-guest chemistry on account of their trans-cis isomer-
isation. In 2012, the first Azo@CB[8] complex was reported by Tian and co-workers,76
where MV/Azo@CB[8] formed a 1:1:1 heteroternary complex. In comparison to trans-
Azo, which can coexist with methyl viologen (MV) guest inside CB[8] cavity, cis-Azo is
geometrically unfavourable to be encapsulated by CB[8] in the presence of MV, result-
ing in photo-controlled host-guest complexes. In the following five years, many photo-
responsive materials have been prepared based on Azo@CB[8] complexes, including
supramolecular polymers,128 hybrid raspberry-like colloids23 and functionalised-solid
surfaces.77 However, the crystalline structures of 2Azo@CB[8] homoternary complexes
still have not been extensively studied. Although an Azo-CB[8] complex crystal structure
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was reported in 2014,128 only a small part of the Azo guest was encapsulated by CB[8].
Methyl orange (MO) is selected in this thesis to investigate the crystallisation property
of Azo@CB[8] complexes on account of its particular molecular structure, where the Azo
moiety is functionalised with both a positively charged dimethylamino group and an
anionic sulfonate group (Figure 2.2a).
2.2 Structural characterisation of the 2MO@CB[8] complex
The MO-CB[8] solution was prepared in an acid condition to investigate their binding
behaviours. When a solution of CB[8] and MO (Figure 2.2a) was adjusted to pH 3 with
HCl, red needle-like crystals could be observed within 10 min (Figure 2.2b and 2.2c). As
shown in Figure 2.2d, the longest crystal observed is more than 1 cm in length and up to
8 µm in width. To the best of our knowledge, this is the fastest crystallisation of a CB[n]
complex to date, especially compared with the traditional solvent evaporating methods,
which generally require several months for crystallisation. In this section, a series of char-
acterisations have been carried out to investigate the composition of both the aqueous
solution (NMR spectroscopy and Mass Spectrometry tests) and the crystalline structure
(X-ray diffraction technique). Furthermore, various intermolecular and intercomplex in-
teractions in the crystalline construct will be discussed in order to understand the driving
force underlying the unique crystalline properties.
Figure 2.2: a, Chemical structure of CB[8] and MO. b, MO-CB[8] solution within 1 min
after HCl addition. c, MO-CB[8] solution after 1 h of HCl addition, indicating
crystal formation. d, The optical micrograph of the needle-shaped crystals.
The longest crystal is over 1 cm (scale bar: 3 mm).
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2.2.1 Characterisation of the 2MO@CB[8] solution
The composition of aqueous solutions containing both CB[8] and MO was studied through
1H NMR titration experiments at pH = 3. The ratio of MO was increased while the con-
centration of CB[8] was held constant.
Data in Figure 2.3a-2.3e was collected within 10 min to avoid crystal formation, while
the samples of Figure 2.3f-2.3i were tested after 12 h to ensure complete crystallisation.
1H NMR spectroscopy of pure MO molecules is shown in Figure 2.3a, with sharp peaks
ranging from 3.0-8.0 ppm. The peaks have been identified by HMBC, HSQC and COSY
NMR spectroscopy (Experimental Section). In Figure 2.3b and 2.3c, the absence of pro-
tons: Ha, Hb, Hc, Hd and He illustrates that all of the MO molecules are encapsulated.
Specifically, Hc, Hd and He are shifted upfield and broadened (Hc′ , Hd′ and He′ , He′′),
which indicates that Hc and Hd are inside the CB[8] cavity, resulting in fast exchange
on the NMR time scale. However, Ha and Hb are located outside of the host molecule,
demonstrated by the downfield-shifted Ha′ and Hb′ peaks. The reappearance of Ha, Hb,
Hc, Hd and He in Figure 2.3d and 2.3e suggests that compared with CB[8], MO is excess-
ive (if the binding ratio of CB[8]:MO is 1:2). Moreover, in comparison to the two proton
types of CB[8] (Hf , Hg, Hh and Hf ′ , Hg′ , Hh′) in Figure 2.3b and 2.3c, only one type
of CB[8] has been observed in Figure 2.3d and 2.3e, indicating the CB[8] with different
chemical environments changes to be fully occupied. In addition, the division of He′ and
He′′ illustrates that the methyl groups are not able to freely rotate in the complex.
The 1H NMR spectroscopy results of the samples after 12 h are shown in Figure 2.3f-
2.3i. Signals of the protons from unoccupied CB[8] can only be found in Figure 2.3f and
2.3g, suggesting CB[8] is involved in the crystal growth. Moreover, the sharp peaks of Ha,
Hb, Hc, Hd and He in Figure 2.3h and 2.3i suggest that there is no unoccupied CB[8] in
the solution, which also proves the 1:2 ternary composition. Therefore, 1H NMR titration
results suggest that MO and CB[8] are complexed in a 2:1 fashion in acidic conditions.
Mass Spectrometry (MS) of the CB[8]-MO solution at pH = 3 is shown in Figure 2.15
(Experimental Section), where 2MO@CB[8] complex is suggested (m/z=967.5). Hence,
both NMR spectroscopy and MS confirm the formation of 2MO@CB[8] homoternary
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Figure 2.3: 1H NMR spectra (500 MHz, D2O, 298 K) of a, pure MO and CB[8]/MO mix-
ture at different ratio: b, f, 1:0.75; c, g, 1:1.25; d, h, 1:2.25 and e, i, 1:4. Data
of a-e were collected within 10 min after addition of acid (pH = 3). f-i were
tested after 12 h to ensure complete crystallisation. The reappearance of Ha,
Hb, Hc, Hd, He suggests the excess MO in d and e, indicating CB[8]/MO has
a 1:2 binding model in solution.
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complex in solution. Characterisation details can be found in the Experimental Section.
2.2.2 Characterisation of the 2MO@CB[8] crystal
Next, X-ray diffraction was used to investigate the composition of crystals. As shown
in Figure 2.4a and 2.4b, each unit cell contains two types of 2MO@CB[8] complex with a
nearly orthogonal orientation, implying that MO and CB[8] bind in a 2:1 fashion both in
the solution and in the crystals.
Figure 2.4: The X-ray crystal structures of 2MO@CB[8] complex. a, Top view and b, side
view of the single crystal cell of the 2MO@CB[8] ternary complex. c, The her-
ringbone arrangement of the 2MO@CB[8] complex viewed through the b axis.
C, gray; N, blue; O, red; S, yellow; H, white.
Packing coefficient
Compared with the ideal symmetric CB[8] molecule,46 the occupied CB[8] is distor-
ted to a larger ellipse with the major axis (portal distance = 10.88 Å) ∼24% longer than
the minor axis (8.79 Å). Figure 2.5a demonstrates that the convex of the van der Waals
(vdw) surfaces of two MO guests nicely complements the concave of CB[8] cavity. In or-
der to further understand the host-guest binding, the packing coefficient of 2MO@CB[8]
complex was calculated to be 53.0%, which agrees with Rebek’s rule (‘For the molecular
recognition systems, the encapsulation process with a packing coefficient of ∼55% gen-
erally associated with highest binding affinity.’),27,30,174 demonstrating the perfect size
complementarity. Theoretical calculation details can be seen in s2.5.1. In addition, from
the theory of ‘high energy water’ (chapter 1), this fully occupied structure also indicates
the release of all high energy water inside the CB[8] cavity, which favours the formation
of the homoternary complex.32–34
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Figure 2.5: Structural analysis for 2MO@CB[8] crystals. a, Top view of the van der Waals
surfaces of CB[8] (pink) and MO (green) from the crystal structure. b, The dis-
tances of N+ · · ·O=C ion-dipole interactions in 2MO@CB[8], only the related
atoms have been shown for clarity. C, gray; N, blue; O, red.
Intermolecular interactions
The 2MO@CB[8] complexes can be employed as building blocks (tectons or ‘tectonic
tiles’) for the further assembly of crystalline structure on account of several stabilising
interactions inside the complex. In acidic conditions, the cationic charge is delocalised
across the dimethylamine and azobenzene groups, which are located proximate to the
CB[8] portals (Figure 2.6a and 2.6c). Thus, the short N+ · · ·O=C distance generates the
maximum ion-dipole interactions between the protonated nitrogen atoms and the δ−
CB[8] portals. From Figure 2.5b, each positively-charged nitrogen has five N+ · · ·O=C
interactions with an average N+ · · ·O=C distance of 4.18 Å, suggesting 30 ion-dipole in-
teractions in total per complex. This explains the important role of protonated amino
groups and the acid-induced crystal formation. In contrast, the average −O3S· · ·O=C
distance is > 6.91 Å, avoiding electrostatic repulsion. Furthermore, the two encapsu-
lated aromatic units have a parallel face-to-face pi-pi stacking interaction with an average
distance of 3.85 Å.
Intercomplex interactions
Next, the stable tectonic units can assemble into a solid-state herringbone structure on
account of several intercomplex interactions, including the enhanced Coulombic force
and a variety of secondary interactions. Firstly, as shown in optimised geometry and
electrostatic potential maps (Figure 2.6, the calculation is done in gas phase), there is
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Figure 2.6: The optimised geometry and electrostatic potential map (gas phase) of a, MO
pairs, b, CB[8], c, 2MO@CB[8] complex and d, the single crystal cell. Density
functional theory (DFT) was employed in the calculation.
an electrostatic potential redistribution of the overall structure upon 2MO@CB[8] form-
ation. In comparison to the original MO pairs (Figure 2.6a), an increased (from -200
to -350 kJ/(mol·C)) δ− -SO−3 group can be achieved by the formation of 2MO@CB[8]
complex (Figure 2.6c). Therefore, in the crystal cell, the sulfonate is oriented towards
the protonated dimethylamine on the adjacent complex, in order to maximise the Cou-
lombic interactions (Figure 2.6d). Secondly, there are a range of secondary interactions
between the neighbouring 2MO@CB[8] complexes.172,173 Figure 2.6b and 2.6c demon-
strate that the δ+ methine and methylene groups of CB[8] are enhanced from 100 to
200 kJ/(mol·C) upon complex formation, which are more favourable for the intercomplex
secondary interactions. In the solid state (Figure 2.4c), each -SO−3 group has three neigh-
bouring CB[8] molecules with short distances between -SO−3 · · ·H-C (observed O· · ·C
3.47(2) Å, implying an O· · ·H distance of ca. 2.48Å) and -SO−3 · · ·H2C (observed O· · ·C
3.45(4) Å, implying an O· · ·H distance of ca. 2.44Å) for non-traditional hydrogen bonds,
and between -SO−3 · · ·C=O (3.28(5) Å) for ion-dipole interactions (Figure 2.7a). Addition-
ally, as shown in Figure 2.7b, the unencapsulated aromatic ring of one tecton is stacked
on top of a neighbouring methylene group, providing a CH2 · · ·pi interaction (observed
C· · ·C 3.85(4) Å, implying an H· · ·pi distance of ca. 2.87Å).
On account of these intercomplex interactions, the solid state 2MO@CB[8] is likely
more stable than the solvated complex, resulting in a decreased solubility. Subsequently,
during the host-guest complexation, the solution will change to an unstable supersatur-
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Figure 2.7: a, The distances between -SO−3 and neighboring CB[8] molecules (unit: Å).
b, The shortest distance between the uncapsulated benzene group and the
methylene group of neighboring CB[8] molecules (unit: Å). c, The H2O mo-
lecules in the crystalline structure.
ated condition. In order to reach a lower energy state, crystallisation will happen by the
generation of crystal nucleus under small external perturbations. Therefore, the various
intercomplex interactions arising from the 2MO@CB[8] complexes accounts for the un-
usual, fast crystallisation. However, on account of the short timescale of the crystalline
nucleus formation, it is difficult to monitor the kinetic process of the crystal growth. The
further investigation about the detailed mechanism for the ultra-rapid crystallisation is
still in progress (see chapter 6). In addition, the crystal structure is filled with numerous
water molecules (Figure 2.7c), which provide ‘water bridges’ and enable the formation of
extended hydrogen-bonded networks, further stabilising the crystalline structure. A con-
trol experiment was performed with CB[7], where rapid crystallisation was not observed
within 24 hours (Experimental Section).
2.3 Host-guest chemistry between CB[8] and methyl orange
derivatives
To further understand the relationship between molecular structures and their crystal-
line properties, the host-guest chemistry between CB[8] and a series of MO derivatives
with different functional groups was investigated. Their labels, chemical structures and
characterisation results are shown in Figure 2.8. Among these guests, MN, ME, MP and
MH all bind in a 2:1 fashion with CB[8] under acidic conditions. However, likely due
to the steric hindrance arising from amino groups with larger substituents, only MN ex-
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Figure 2.8: Chemical structures, labels and crystallisation results (pH = 3) of a wide range
of azobenzene derivatives with different terminal groups.
hibits rapid crystallisation properties. The characterisation details can be found in the
Experimental Section.
As shown in Figure 2.9, 2MN@CB[8] and 2MO@CB[8] have similar unit cells and ar-
rangements, suggesting the generality of this crystalline system. No crystals were formed
for MH and MD, indicating the important role of negatively-charged groups in the rapid
crystallisation process. Crystallisation of the MO derivative bearing a nitro group (MI)
was also attempted, however, its poor water solubility limited the investigation. In ad-
dition, the MN derivative is currently being investigated in order to introduce defects
into the crystal of 2MO@CB[8], yielding MN/MO@CB[8] ternary complex crystals. The
MS results for MO-MN-CB[8] system at pH=3 suggest the formation of MN/MO@CB[8]
ternary complex in the solution (Figure 2.17, Experimental Section).
Particularly, unlike the MO-CB[8] system crystallised in acid conditions, the weaker
carboxylic acid group on the MC derivative is deprotonated under alkaline conditions,
leading to a substantially slower crystalline growth rate. The growth of 2MC@CB[8]
tectons requires at least 5 days at a pH between 9 to 11. Furthermore, as shown in Fig-
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Figure 2.9: The X-ray crystal structures of 2MN@CB[8] complex. a, Top view and b, side
view of the single crystal cell of 2MN@CB[8] ternary complex. c, The herring-
bone arrangement of the 2MN@CB[8] complex viewed through the b axis. C,
gray; N, blue; O, red; S, yellow; H, white.
ure 2.10a and 2.10b, the unit cell of the 2MC@CB[8] crystals is substantially different from
that observed from 2MO@CB[8]. 2MC@CB[8] crystals consist of two CB[8] molecules,
one filled with two MC guests and the other remained unoccupied, leading to a 1:1 stoi-
chiometry of the host and guest. In such a staggered arrangement, the unoccupied CB[8]
forms a 1D channel, with potential applications in gas storage and proton conductivity
(Figure 2.10c).36,50,51
Figure 2.10: The X-ray crystal structures of 2MC@CB[8] complex. a, Top view and b, side
view of the single crystal cell of 2MC@CB[8] ternary complex. In each single
crystal cell, one CB[8] is occupied by two MC guests while the other one
unoccupied. c, Arrangement of the 2MC@CB[8] crystal and its hollow 1D
channels (viewed through the b axis). C, gray; N, blue; O, red; H, white.
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2.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, for the MO-CB[8] system, investigations of both the solution and the crys-
talline structure suggest a 2:1 binding fashion. More importantly, owing to the strong
Coulombic force (between -SO−3 and protonated amino groups) as well as the second-
ary interactions arising from the negatively-charged sulfonic groups with surrounding
CB[8] host molecules, the rapidly-formed 2MO@CB[8] crystals can be observed by the
naked eye within 10 min. This crystallisation is, to the best of our knowledge, the fastest
crystallisation process of a CB[n] complex to date.
Moreover, the negatively charged anionic group of the guest molecule has been fur-
ther investigated in this work for its significant role in the crystallisation of CB[8] com-
plexes, providing new opportunities in the design of rapid-grown crystals of host-guest
complexes. The binding model as well as crystalline property of MO derivatives have
been studied, suggesting the generality of rapid crystallisation. In this process, a novel
2MC@CB[8] crystal with 1D hollow channels in the crystalline structure has been pre-
pared, possessing great potential in gas storage and proton conductivity. Additionally,
on account of the similar chemical structure and binding model, some derivatives could
be used to introduce defects to the crystalline structure and build more advanced con-
structs in the future.
2.5 Experimental
2.5.1 Theoretical calculation
The packing coefficient is calculated using the method introduced by Nau and his col-
leagues.30 Two identical cyclic graphene-like sheets are ultilised as the hypothetical ‘lids’
to artificially seal the cavity of CB[8]. The inner cavity is then defined as the vdW surface
of the blocking group, which penetrates to the plane defined by the portal oxygen nuclei
(Figure 2.11). The vdW volume of the stacking MO molecules is calculated only count-
ing the part inside the cavity (i.e. the two stacked benzene ring). The volumes of these
vdw surfaces are given by the DeepView/Swiss-Pdb Viewer software.175,176 The packing
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Figure 2.11: a, The graphene-like sheet is used as the hypothetical lid to seal the cavity. b,
The illustration figure of the definition of inner cavity. c, The vdW surface of
the stacking MO molecules counted in the cavity calculation.
2.5.2 Materials and general methods
All starting chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received unless
stated otherwise. CB[7] and CB[8] were prepared according to previously published pro-
tocols.16,177
1H NMR (500 MHz), HMBC, HSQC and COSY spectra were recorded by using a
Bruker Avance QNP 500 Cryo Ultrashield. Chemical shifts were measured in ppm (δ)
in D2O with the internal reference set to 4.79 ppm.
Microscopic images were obtained by using an Olympus IX81 inverted optical micro-
scope coupled with a camera of Andor Technology EMCCD iXonEM DU 897.
Mass Spectra were recorded on a Synapt HD mass spectrometer (Waters UK). 2.5 µL
of the sample solution was nanoelectrosprayed from a borosilicate emitter (Thermo Sci-
entific) for sampling. Typical instrument tuning conditions were capillary voltage 1.8-
2.5 kV, cone voltage 60-120 V, collision voltage 10-30 V, with backing pressure 3-4 mbar
and source temperature of 20 ◦C. Only positive ions were detected in this work. Solu-
tion was directly intruded into source without chromatography. Spectra were calibrated
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externally using sodium iodide. Data acquisition and processing were performed using
MassLynx 4.1 (Waters UK).
Single crystal X-ray diffraction characterisation: the single crystals were obtained by
crystallisation from water (acidified to pH = 4 by HCl for 2MO@CB[8] and 2MN@CB[8];
made slightly alkaline to pH = 11 by NaOH for 2MC@CB[8]). A suitable crystal was selec-
ted and mounted on a MITIGEN holder in oil on a Rigaku FRE+ equipped with HF Var-
imax confocal mirrors and an AFC10 goniometer and HG Saturn 724+ detector diffracto-
meter. The crystal was kept at T = 100 (2) K during data collection. Using Olex2,178 the
structure was solved with the Superflip179 structure solution program, using the Charge
Flipping solution method. The model was refined with version 2014/7 of ShelXL180 us-
ing Least Squares minimisation.
2.5.3 Preparation and characterisation of the 2MO@CB[8] complex
Preparation of 2MO@CB[8] crystals. 120 µL of MO solution (5 mM) was added to 5 mL
of a 0.06 mM CB[8] solution. The system was then adjusted to pH = 3 through the ad-
dition of 0.2 M HCl, resulting in a transparent solution with the colour changing from
orange to red. Needle-like crystals were obtained within 10 min. Control experiments
without CB[8] and with CB[7] can be seen in Figure 2.12.
Figure 2.12: The crystallisation results for the samples of MO a, without CB[8], b, with
CB[7] and c, with CB[8] at pH = 3.
HMBC, HSQC and COSY NMR spectroscopy (Figure 2.13-2.14) were carried out at
pH = 7 to identify the peaks of MO.
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Figure 2.13: HMBC (500 MHz, D2O) of MO at pH = 7.
Figure 2.14: a, HSQC (500 MHz, D2O) and b, COSY (500 MHz, D2O) of MO at pH = 7.
Crystal Data for 2MO@CB[8]: C76H132N38O49S2; M = 2426.31 g mol−1; T = 100(2) K;
λ = 0.71073 Å; Triclinic, space group P − 1; a = 15.0843(3), b = 18.1006(5), c = 19.6688(6) Å;
V = 5271.3(2) Å3; Z = 2; ρcalc = 1.529 Mg m−3; µ(CuKα) = 0.165 mm−1; F (000) = 2556; crys-
tal size = 0.260×0.030×0.020 mm3. 2.2056 θ 6 27.485◦, 1501 parameters, 2232 restraints,
GoF = 1.028, R1[I > 2σ(I0)] = 0.0883, wR2[I > 2σ(I0)] = 0.2282; R1 (all reflections) = 0.1520,
wR2 (all reflections) = 0.2710; -0.551 < ∆ρ < 1.123 eÅ−3. CCDC 1504660.
Crystal Data for 2MN@CB[8]: C72H116N38O45.5S2; M = 2306.14 g mol−1; T=100(2) K;
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Figure 2.15: MS of 2MO@CB[8] complex at pH = 3.
λ = 0.71073 Å; Triclinic, space group P − 1; a = 15.0634(4), b = 15.8688(3), c = 20.4754(5) Å;
V = 4892.3(2) Å3; Z = 2; ρcalc = 1.566 Mg m−3; µ(CuKα) = 0.171 mm−1; crystal size = 0.220×
0.100×0.090 mm3. 1.634 6 θ 6 27.484◦, 1433 parameters, 2457 restraints, GoF = 1.615,
R1[I > 2σ(I0)] = 0.1290, wR2[I > 2σ(I0)] = 0.3732; R1 (all reflections) = 0.1546, wR2 (all
reflections) = 0.3971; -1.308 < ∆ρ < 1.431 eÅ−3. CCDC 1504659.
Crystal Data for 2MC@CB[8]: C63H62N35O18; M = 1597.47 g mol−1; T = 100(2) K;
λ = 0.71073 Å; Monoclinic, space groupP21/c; a = 27.9493(7), b = 14.9587(3), c = 25.1405(7) Å;
V =10362.4(4) Å3; Z = 4; ρcalc = 1.024 Mg m−3; µ(CuKα)=0.079 mm−1; crystal size=0.270×
0.035×0.035 mm3. 1.549 6 θ 6 25.027◦, 1117 parameters, 2237 restraints, GoF = 0.961,
R1[I > 2σ(I0)] = 0.0878, wR2[I > 2σ(I0)] = 0.2625; R1 (all reflections) = 0.1216, wR2 (all
reflections) = 0.2911; -0.423 < ∆ρ < 0.407 eÅ−3. CCDC 1504658.
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Figure 2.16: MS of MN-CB[8] system at pH = 3, suggesting the 2:1 binding fashion.
Figure 2.17: MS of MO-MN-CB[8] system at pH = 3, suggesting the formation of
MN/MO@CB[8] in the solution.
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Figure 2.18: MS of MC-CB[8] system at pH = 3, suggesting the 1:1 binding fashion.
Figure 2.19: MS of MC-CB[8] system at pH = 10, suggesting the 2:1 binding fashion.
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Figure 2.20: MS of MP-CB[8] system at pH = 3, suggesting the 2:1 binding fashion.
Figure 2.21: MS of ME-CB[8] system at pH = 3, suggesting the 2:1 binding fashion.
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Figure 2.22: MS of MD-CB[8] system at pH = 3, suggesting the 1:1 binding fashion.
2.5.4 Characterisation of complexes between CB[8] and MO derivatives
Figure 2.23: MS of MH-CB[8] system at pH = 3, suggesting the 2:1 binding fashion.
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Chapter 3
Formation of shape-controlled crystals
through rapid assembly of host-guest
tectons
The computational results in this chapter were carried out in collaboration with Hongbin
Liu under the supervision of Prof. Xiaosong Li from Department of Chemistry, Univer-
sity of Washington.
This work has been included in the following peer-reviewed article:
Liu, C.‡; Liu, H.; Wu, Y.; Wu, G.; Horton, P. N.; Xiang, G.; Matak-Vinkovic, D.; Li,
X.; Scherman, O. A. ‘Formation of shape-controlled crystals through rapid assembly of
host-guest tectons’. (submitted)
The preparation of shape-controlled crystals of organic molecules is a challenging topic
in crystallography on account of the intricate interactions present in 3D spatial structures.
The high binding affinity associated with host-guest complexation allows for the confine-
ment of organic guest molecules inside the cavity of the macrocyclic host, resulting in
surface electrostatic potential redistribution of the guest. Therefore, host-guest chemistry
presents opportunities for the intercomplex interactions to be assembled together into a
designed morphology. Herein, based on the study of 2MO@CB[8] complex in chapter 2,
we present a simple approach to assemble macroscale crystals which can be tuned at the
molecular level using CB[8] and MO. Through host-guest chemistry, we are able to con-
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trol the growth properties of the crystal, including shape, size, rate of formation as well as
direction of growth. Specifically, the homoternary 2MO@CB[8] complex serves as a ‘tec-
tonic’ building block, which stacks into a herringbone arrangement. 2MO@CB[8] crystals
can be readily engineered into different macroscopic structures such as 1D needles, 2D
sheets and more complex shapes by readily changing the ionic strength of the solution
whilst maintaining the same unit cell. Moreover, free standing crystalline pillars have
been prepared from a modified glass surface, providing a promising approach to organic
crystalline patterns.
3.1 Introduction
Morphology-controlled organic crystals have given rise to a new generation of functional
materials. This is mainly because the optical, electrical and chemical properties of or-
ganic molecules can be amplified through the formation of large structures.142,155 In the
past two decades, a range of nanoscale shape-controlled inorganic crystals have been
reported,148,181–184 which can be further fabricated onto inorganic substrates, resulting
in oriented nanostructures.141,150,185 Morphologically-controlled crystals of organic mo-
lecules, however, remain challenging, with few reports demonstrating shape-control at a
nano- or micrometer level and often utilising time-consuming procedures.151,186,187 Little
is known about the general approaches towards macroscopic organic crystals with con-
trolled morphologies. This is due to the difficulty in predicting assembly behaviours
of molecules into large-sized crystalline networks arising from myriad complex interac-
tions.152 Therefore, designing organic building blocks with concepts of particular ordered
packing potential might provide an ideal approach to organise and control the morpho-
logy of crystalline constructs through hierarchical self-assemblies.188,189
Recently various non-covalent interactions has been investigated in the field of crys-
tal engineering, such as hydrogen bonds, halogen bonds, ion-dipole, and van der Waals
forces.162,163 As a typical macrocyclic host, CB[n]s have been employed in the prepar-
ation of shape-controlled crystals. For example, Li’s group has reported that through
the self-assembly of CB[8] and small organic molecules (quinoline, naphthalene, styrene,
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carbazole and tetrahydronaphthalene), a variety of micro- and nanostructures can be
prepared with multiple morphologies (octahedron, truncated octahedron and square
sheet).190,191 However, the crystal formation mechanism has not been fully understood
on account of having incomplete single-crystal structures. Additionally, while investig-
ating the self-assembly between CB[6] and adrenaline, Danylyuk and co-workers have
discovered that the crystalline shape can be adjusted from needle-like to sheet-like, on
account of the binding fashion changing from a kinetic 1:1 complex to a thermodynamic
2:1 complex.56 However, to the best of our knowledge, the redistribution of surface elec-
trostatic potential during CB[n] host-guest complexation has not been employed in fab-
ricating morphology-controlled macroscopic crystalline materials.
Herein, we report a rapid formation of shape-controlled organic crystals assisted by
CB[8] host-guest chemistry, as shown in Figure 3.1. As discussed in chapter 2, MO binds
with CB[8] in a 2:1 fashion in acidic conditions, yielding stable building blocks (tectons
or ‘tectonic tiles’) for further assembly into a herringbone arrangement (Figure 3.1a-3.1c).
Furthermore, taking advantage of the ability of CB[8] to encapsulate two guests in a spe-
cific orientation, the crystal morphology can be engineered into needle-like, sheet-like
and more advanced architectures by changing the ionic strength of the solution, while the
crystalline unit cell remains the same (Figure 3.1d). This provides a simple approach to
assemble tectons under mild conditions, which hierarchically forms macroscopic shape-
controlled organic single crystals. In addition, the crystalline size, rate of formation and
deformation can be readily controlled by altering the conditions of crystal growth, such
as pH, ionic strength and the inclusion of competitive guests. More significantly, an ori-
ented organic needle-like construct has been fabricated from a glass surface at ambient
pressure and temperature, providing a promising method for the preparation of unique
organic crystalline patterns with potential optical and electronic properties of interest.
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Figure 3.1: The rapid formation of hierarchical tectons for growth of shape-controlled
crystals based on host-guest chemistry. a, Chemical structures of CB[8] host
and MO guest. b, Self-assembly of CB[8] and MO in acidic conditions (pH6 5)
led to 2MO@CB[8] complex formation, then tectonic ‘tiles’ rapidly assembled,
forming crystals. c, The 2MO@CB[8] building blocks display a herringbone ar-
rangement during the rapid crystallisation process. d, Needle-like, sheet-like
and needle-sheet complex-shaped crystals are obtained at low (6 10−3 M),
high (0.1 - 0.4 M) and dynamic ionic strength respectively.
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3.2 Shape-controlled 2MO@CB[8] crystals
3.2.1 Computational results
Theoretical calculations were utilised to simulate the crystalline growth process, and aid
the design of shape-controlled crystals. The interplanar spacing along the [100], [010]
and [001] planes were calculated with the value of 14.82, 17.77 and 19.67 Å, respectively,
suggesting the growth rate is higher along the a-axis when applying the Bravais, Friedel,
Donnay, Harker (BFDH) model,192 due to the small spacing along the [100] plane. Mo-
lecular mechanics calculations and the attachment energy model193 were also employed
to gain further insight into the origin of the crystalline morphology of 2MO@CB[8] crys-
tals. By using the DREIDING force field (QEq formalism is adopted to compute the
electrostatic force),194,195 the attachment energy of crystal growth along the a, b and c
axes was calculated with the following results: Ea = -94.7, Eb = -61.4, Ec = -58.1 kcal/mol.
Both the BFDH and attachment energy models suggest that the a-axis should be the most
energetically favourable direction of crystal growth, yielding 1D needle-like crystals.
More comprehensive calculations were carried out at the Density Functional Theory
(DFT) level. In a solution with high ionic strength, the cations will have a competitive
effect to the crystallisation through binding with the δ− CB[8] portals and -SO−3 groups
of MO, which will slow down the crystal growth. The Coulombic contribution, polaris-
ability and the vector decomposition of the sulfonic groups are discussed in this chapter
to investigate the anisotropic effects (along different directions) of the ionic strength to
the crystal growth. Firstly, the Coulombic contributions to the total attachment energies
along the a, b and c directions were calculated as 29.9%, 25.9% and 35.5%, respectively.
Next, the polarisability can be calculated with quantum mechanics. The calculated polar-
isabilities of the 2MO@CB[8] tecton along the a, b and c axes are 328.34 Å3, 284.60 Å3 and
386.91 Å3, respectively. Finally, as the electrostatic potential map suggests that the most
negative partial charge density is localised on the -SO−3 moieties, a vector decomposition
of the -SO−3 groups (see S3.6.1.4) was carried out, indicating the sulfonic groups con-
tribute more Coulombic interaction in the a and c directions. Therefore, the Coulombic
contribution, polarisability and the vector decomposition analysis are all in agreement,
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suggesting the high ionic strength likely slow down the crystallisation rate more along
the a and c axes than in the b direction. This will lead to a similar growth rate along a and
b directions, resulting in sheet-like crystals. Theoretical calculation details are provided
in the S3.6.1.
3.2.2 Shape-controlled crystallisation mechanism
Figure 3.2: Ionic strength effects on 2MO@CB[8] crystal growth along a, b and c direc-
tions. a, Two synergetic effects of the ionic strength along the a and c axes.
Left: electrostatic shielding of the -SO−3 groups arises from an increased ionic
strength, which weaken the Coulombic interactions. Right: interactions of the
sodium cations with the 2MO@CB[8] complex dissociation. b, Only a minor
effect of ionic strength exists along the b direction due to stacking between
electroneutral CB[8] macrocycles. c, Up: the formation of 1D needle-like crys-
tals. Down: in the presence of an increased ionic strength, 2D sheet-like crys-
tals have been formed. Letters a, b and c represent the growth directions.
The arrows represent the magnitude of the decrease in growth rates, where
c > a >b, resulting in similar growth rates along a and b directions. d, Rep-
resentation of positively-charged sodium cation and the charge distribution
of the 2MO@CB[8] complex. In the latter, the different colour of δ− represents
the electronegative part of the CB[8] portals and -SO−3 groups of the guest.
Based on the theoretical calculations, a schematic illustration in Figure 3.2 helps to
understand the mechanism of shape-controlled crystal growth. NaCl can be employed
to increase the ionic strength of the solution. Since the concentrations of HCl and MO
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are far less than NaCl (or other salts), the ionic strength of the solution in this chapter
is approximately equal to the concentration of NaCl (or other salts). In the absence of
NaCl, the CB[8] macrocycle orients the charges of the MO guests and shields repulsive
interactions, yielding fast electrostatically-driven 1D crystal growth. However, under
high ionic strength conditions, CB[8] macrocycles exhibit a ‘confining effect’ to provide
anisotropic Coulombic interactions, restricting the effect of ions to the [100] and [001]
planes and protecting the [010] plane from a reduced growth rate.
Specifically, the Coulombic interactions along a and c directions are weakened on ac-
count of two synergetic effects from salt ions. The effects of both electrostatic shield-
ing (Figure 3.2a, left box) and competitive binding (Figure 3.2a, right box) decrease the
growth rate in the a and c directions. By comparison, the increased ionic strength af-
fects the b axis least. The stacking between electroneutral CB[8] macrocycles along the
b direction protects the tectons from the influence of sodium cations (Figure 3.2b). Con-
sequently, as shown in Figure 3.2c, as increasing the ionic strength decreases the overall
crystalline growth rate, and minimises the influence along b direction, allowing a similar
growth rate along a and b axes. The slowest direction of growth is along c axis, resulting
in a 2D sheet-like crystalline morphology. However, on account of competitive cation
binding with the CB[8] portals (Figure 3.2a), extremely high ionic strength would likely
hinder crystal formation in all directions.
3.2.3 Preparation of shape-controlled crystals
Based on the theoretical calculations, several experiments were designed to prepare shape-
controlled crystals by adjusting the ionic strength of the system. Crystals were first pre-
pared in a pH 3 solution at low ionic strength conditions (without any additional salt).
As shown in Figure 3.4a and 3.4b, 2MO@CB[8] displays needle-like crystals and the XRD
face-index (Figure 3.12a, Experimental Section) suggests rapid growth along the [100]
plane. Crystals prepared under these conditions may be a favourable model for the in-
vestigation of needle-like crystal growth in real time, as the growth time scale is suit-
able for the direct observation through an optical microscope. Optical micrographs of
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Figure 3.3: a, Optical micrographs at different time of the crystal growth within 1 h
(pH = 3, scale bar: 20 µm). b, Length distribution of needle-shaped crystals at
different time (pH = 3).
the samples taken every 10 min during the first hour of growth demonstrate that one-
dimensional crystal formation happened rapidly upon the addition of HCl (Figure 3.3a).
The calculated length distributions are shown in Figure 3.3b, where the number of small-
sized crystals (length < 50 µm) increased in the first 30 min, and subsequently decreased
as they grew into larger needles. After 1 h, no obvious changes were observed in the
system.
Figure 3.4: Microscopic images of shape-controlled 2MO@CB[8] crystals. a-b, Needle-
like crystals. Scale bar of a: 50 µm; b: 40 µm. c-d, Sheet-like crystals. Scale bar
of c: 10 µm; d: 15 µm.
Next, a crystal sample was prepared in 0.1 M ionic conditions (pH = 3) through the
addition of NaCl. As shown in Figure 3.4c and 3.4d, rectangular sheet-like crystals have
been observed, with a long side of 35 µm and a short side of 15 µm. Importantly, the
X-ray single crystal analysis suggests that the sheet-like crystals have an identical com-
position as their needle-like counterpart, indicating that NaCl is not presented in their
structure. Additionally, the XRD face-index (Figure 3.12b, Experimental Section) illus-
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trates the height of the sheet-like crystals is along the c axis. Therefore, the experimental
observations correlate well with both the attachment energy analysis and the quantum
mechanically calculated polarisabilities. This strongly supports our hypothesis that the
ionic strength of the solution during crystal growth will affect the shape of the resultant
crystals.
Figure 3.5: Microscopic images of a-c, needle-sheet complex-shaped crystals; d, physic-
ally attached crystals with a clear boundary (scale bar: 15 µm).
Understanding the effect of ionic strength on crystal formation could lead to the form-
ation of interesting crystal structures through alteration of the NaCl concentration during
crystal growth. Crystals were first prepared with a needle shape in the absence of NaCl,
then an increase of the ionic strength to 0.1 M resulted in the formation of novel complex-
shaped crystals (Figure 3.5 a-c). To ensure that the complex-shaped crystals did not arise
from simple physical contact between needle-like and sheet-like crystals, a control exper-
iment was carried out. Needle-like and sheet-like crystals were prepared independently
and then mixed together (Figure 3.5d), where a clear boundary can be seen in the ob-
tained structures.
3.3 Influencing factors of 2MO@CB[8] crystal growth
The mechanism of rapid crystal growth and the anisotropic effects of ionic strength on
the crystallisation process have been discussed. Through adjusting the self-assemblies
of 2MO@CB[8] building blocks, multi-control over crystal shape, size and growth rate
can be readily achieved by the alternation of crystallisation conditions. This section will
discuss the three factors (ionic strength, pH and competitive guests) influencing the crys-
tallisation.
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3.3.1 Ionic strength effect
The previous discussion has demonstrated that changing ionic strength would lead to
crystals with different morphologies. Particularly, for the needle-sheet complex-shaped
crystals, NaCl was introduced during the crystal formation process. Therefore, the ad-
dition of NaCl at different times during crystal formation would result in varying com-
positions of complex crystals. As shown in Figure 3.6a, introducing NaCl at 20 min after
crystallisation started would yield the highest percentage of complex-shaped crystals.
Almost no complex-shaped crystals were observed with the NaCl addition after 40 min,
suggesting most of the free 2MO@CB[8] tectons in the solution were used up and unable
to continue forming crystalline structures.
Figure 3.6: Ionic strength effects on crystal growth. a, Change of the composition as a
function of time (pH = 3) after introduction of 0.2 M NaCl. b, The influence of
NaCl ionic strength on 2MO@CB[8] crystal formation (pH = 3). As NaCl con-
centration increased, the percentage of sheet-like (length/width< 6:1) crystals
also increased, however, the overall quantity of crystals declined. No crystals
were observed with NaCl concentration above 0.5 M.
More importantly, Figure 3.6d illustrates that the total number of crystals decreased
with a gradual increase in NaCl concentration, however, the percentage of sheet-like crys-
tals increased. No crystals were observed at salt concentrations > 0.5 M, as excess NaCl
significantly inhibits 2MO@CB[8] complex formation (Figure 3.2a). This also suggests
that introducing a high concentration of NaCl post crystallisation would result in the
crystal structure collapse. As shown in Figure 3.13a-3.13d (Experimental Section), both
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needle-like and sheet-like crystals deformed immediately (within 10 s) after excess NaCl
addition. This effect is much faster than crystal deformation from the introduction of a
competitive guest, which requires more than 24 h for 1-adamantylamine (Figure 3.15a,
Experimental Section). The reappearance of the unencapsulated MO in 1H NMR spectro-
scopy of the collapsed crystal sample suggests the complex dissociation (Figure 3.13e,
Experimental Section). In addition, control experiments (Table 3.1) illustrate that the
sheet-like crystals can also be prepared with other salts, such as LiCl, KCl, RbCl, CsCl,
Na2SO4, CaCl2 and TBACl.
Table 3.1: The crystallisation results with different salts (ionic strength = 0.2 M).
A dynamic experiment was designed to investigate the influence of high ionic strength
on the deformation of crystalline structures. 2MO@CB[8] crystals in a small amount of
NaCl solution (0.3 M) were observed through optical microscope. The solvent was evap-
orated in the open air environment. The microscopic images in Figure 3.14 (Experimental
Section) were taken within the last 12 seconds before the evaporation finished. With
the evaporation of H2O, the local concentration of NaCl around the crystals rapidly in-
creased, leading to the fast collapse of the crystalline construct.
3.3.2 pH effect
As the rapid crystal growth was observed only in acid condition, it is predicted that the
crystal formation should be a partially pH-driven process. In highly acidic conditions, the
increase in protonated amino groups provides stronger intermolecular and inter-tecton
interactions, resulting in a short crystallisation time. However, for pH > 6, the increased
proportion of unprotonated amino groups reduces the electrostatic interactions, remov-
ing the benefit of rapid crystallisation.196 This is clearly illustrated through a graph of
crystal formation time vs. pH (Figure 3.7a), where a longer time is required for crystal
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Figure 3.7: The pH effects on the crystal growth. a, The crystal formation time-pH graph.
b, Histogram showing the length distribution of needle-like crystals at differ-
ent pH values.
formation as pH increased, and without any rapid crystallisation observed with pH > 6.
Figure 3.7b shows the length distribution of needle-like crystals with different pH val-
ues. At pH 6 3, short crystals are most prominent, as the system tends to nucleate and
crystallise rapidly without sufficient time to form larger crystals. However, at pH = 4
and 5, the tiny crystals would grow to larger sizes, resulting in a decrease in the num-
ber of short crystals. Additionally, 2MO@CB[8] crystals can also be prepared through
employing other acids (e.g. CH3COOH and HNO3) to adjust the pH.
3.3.3 Competitive guests effect
Since the crystalline structure is based on 2MO@CB[8] tectons, introducing competitive
guests to the system might affect the formation of the building block, resulting in crys-
tal deformation or deceased crystallisation rate. For example, the strong competitive
guest, 1-adamantylamine is able to deform the crystalline construct of both needle-like
and sheet-like crystals within 24 h (Figure 3.15a, Experimental Section).
In chapter 2, the binding behaviours between CB[8] and a series of MO derivatives
have been discussed. Therefore, the similar chemical structure and binding properties
of MO and its derivatives enable simple mixing of the guests in solution to slow down
the rate of crystal formation (Figure 3.15b, Experimental Section). As shown in Figure 3.8,
MN was utilised to adjust the crystallisation rate of 2MO@CB[8]. In a MN+MO:CB[8]=2:1
system after 60 min, the total number of crystals deceases with the increase of the mole
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Figure 3.8: Total number of crystals in the MN-MO@CB[8] (2:1) solution as a function of
the mole percentage of MN after a, 60 min and b, 720 min.
percentage of MN (Figure 3.8a). Interestingly, from the test after 720 min, the introduction
of MN is likely to result in longer crystals (Figure 3.8b). This further demonstrates that
MO derivatives would affect the crystalline properties of 2MO@CB[8].
3.4 Oriented organic crystals
Figure 3.9: Preparation of vertically-oriented crystals. a, Schematic of vertical crystalline
pillars grown from a glass surface. b, Optical image of pillars on a glass sub-
strate.
As the rapid crystal growth in the 2MO@CB[8] system is an electrostatically-driven
process, it is possible to fabricate oriented organic crystals onto surfaces. From the theor-
etical model, the a-axis is most favourable in terms of attachment energy and electrostatic
interactions. Therefore, the negatively-charged sulfonate moieties (-SO−3 ) aligned along
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the a direction likely have a strong interaction with the positively-charged glass surface.
Growth can be initiated from such a glass surface to generate vertical structures. As
shown in Figure 3.9, under mild conditions, 2MO@CB[8] crystals grew vertically from a
-NH2 functionalised SiO2 surface reaching heights of up to ∼1 mm. In contrast, previous
attempts to grow vertically-oriented inorganic crystals from a surface required higher
temperature and lengthy crystallisation times, only yielding nanoscale objects.150 An el-
evated side view of the surface as well as the control experiment without surface modi-
fication are shown in the Experimental Section.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter has introduced a novel strategy to construct shape-controlled organic crys-
tals through rapid assembly of host-guest tectonic building blocks. The CB[8] macro-
cycle orients the charge of MO guests and shields repulsive interactions, leading to fast
electronically-driven 1D crystal growth. Control over crystal shape, length and growth
rate can be achieved by simple methods. For example, tuning the ionic strength enables a
second growth dimension, yielding crystals with sheet-like and more complex structures.
Furthermore, through utilising this system, a macroscopic oriented crystalline struc-
ture has been grown from glass surface at room temperature. In addition, on account
of the cis-trans isomerisation of the azobenzene structures, investigation into novel light-
responsive and light-controlled crystals are in progress. As MO derivative dyes are com-
mercially available, we believe 2Azo@CB[8] host-guest tectons possess great potential
in preparing optical and electrical devices, and will open a new branch for both supra-
molecular chemistry and hierarchical crystal growth.
3.6 Experimental
3.6.1 Theoretical calculation
The crystal growth rate was analysed using both the BFDH model192 and the attachment
energy model.193
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3.6.1.1 Interplanar spacing
In the BFDH model, the growth rate is inversely proportional to interplanar spacing. The
interplanar spacing along the a, b and c-axes is obtained using their corresponding Miller
indices [100], [010] and [001]. The equations using to calculate the interplanar spacing are:
d =
V√















(1− cos2(α)− cos2(β)− cos2(γ) + 2cos(α)cos(β)cos(γ))
(3.1)
where d is the interplanar spacing. h, k, l are the Miller indices of the plane. a, b, c and
α, β, γ are the lattice parameters. In our case, a = 15.09430 Å, b = 18.10060 Å,
c = 19.66880 Å, α = 90.2700◦, β = 90.0980◦, γ = 101.0100◦. The spacing of the
[100], [010], [001] planes are calculated as da = 14.82 Å, db = 17.77 Å, dc = 19.67 Å,
respectively.
3.6.1.2 Attachment energy model
In the attachment energy model, the crystal growth rate is proportional to the attachment
energy along different planes, where the attachment energy can be defined as the energy
released on attaching a growth slice of molecules to a growing crystal face.
Eatt = Elattice − Eslice (3.2)
Molecular mechanics calculations have been carried out by using the DREIDING force
field,194 which is a generic all-atom force field especially suitable for organic molecules,
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Figure 3.10: a, The original lattice used in the attachment energy model. b, The growth
slice used in the attachment energy model along the a-aixs direction. c, The
growth slice used in the attachment energy model along the b-aixs direction.
d, The growth slice used in the attachment energy model along the c-axis
direction.
to study the attachment energy to an growth slice of lattice along the a, b, c-axis (Fig-
ure 3.10), due to its acceptable performance through recent benchmarks calibrations.197
The QEq (charge equilibration) formalism195 is also adopted to compute the electrostatic





The results of the calculations are listed in Table 3.2
Absorption Energy (kcal/mol) a b c
DREIDING -66.4 -45.5 -37.5
DREIDING+QEq -94.7 -61.4 -58.1
Electrostatic Interaction -28.3 -15.9 -20.6
Coulomb contribution 29.9% 25.9% 35.5%
Table 3.2: The abosoption energy of attaching a growth slice of molecule to the lattice
using DREIDING force field and DREIDING force field with QEq formalism.
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3.6.1.3 Quantum mechanics calculation
Quantum mechanics calculations have been applied to study the electronic structure
properties in 2MO@CB[8] complexes. All the quantum mechanics calculations are done
in gas phase using Gaussian 09 program.198 We use the CAM-B3LYP199 long-range cor-
rected hybrid exchange-correlation functional with the 6-31g(d)200,201 basis set to op-
timise the hydrogen positions of 2MO@CB[8] molecule and calculate its partial charge
density. The Grimme’s DFT-D3202 correction is also adopted to count for the dispersion
interaction between host and guest. In the polarisability calculation, due to the non-
orthgonality of the triclinic crystal. The molecule cluster has been re-oriented to ensure
the x,y,z axes of molecule cluster are aligned with the a, b,c axes of lattice. The polar-
isabilities along the a, b, c axes, which are corresponding to αxx, αyy, αzz respectively,
are obtained from calculations of corresponding molecule cluster orientation. The same
treatment has been employed in the field-involved calculations. We sampled several
electric field strengths starting from the value close to the electric field of water, which is
70 MV/cm, in equivalent to 0.013 Hartree.203 The results are listed in the Table.3.3. The
changes of anisotropic dipole moment when ax,y,z-traversed static electric field is applied
and consistent with the polarisability results.
Field Strength (Hartree) 0.01 0.02 0.04
a(x)-traversed |∆µa| = −5.64 |∆µa| = −11.29 |∆µa| = −22.61
b(y)-traversed |∆µb| = −4.89 |∆µb| = −9.77 |∆µb| = −19.55
c(z)-traversed |∆µc| = −6.65 |∆µc| = −13.31 |∆µc| = −26.73
Table 3.3: The change of dipole moment with respect to the introducing static electric field
in different directions. The results show that the dipole moment change along
the c direction is more than that along the a direction. The dipole moment
along the b direction has the least response to the electric field. The results
match with the Coulomb contribution and the polarisability interpretation and
the experimental phenomenon.
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3.6.1.4 -SO−3 direction
According to the symmetry of the complex, there are only two kinds of SO−3 group in
the primitive cell. The fraction coordinates subtraction of sulfur and connecting carbon
atoms gives the direction vector of the SO−3 group, (Table 3.4, Figure 3.11).
S atom coordinates C atom coordinates Orientation Vector
1st SO−13 group (0.4449, 0.4968, -0.3196) (0.3849, 0.5087, 0.2411) (-0.060, 0.012, 0.078)
2nd SO−13 group (0.0572, 1.0141, 0.1829) (0.1133, 0.9997, 0.2579) (0.056, -0.014, 0.075)
Table 3.4: The fractional coordinates of S and connecting C atoms in the two kinds of
SO−3 groups. The subtraction of the S and connecting C coordinates give the
orientation vector of the SO−3 group.
Figure 3.11: The vector of -SO−3 groups and its decomposition to the a,b and c axes.
3.6.2 Materials and general methods
All starting chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received unless
stated otherwise. CB[7] and CB[8] were prepared according to previously published pro-
tocols.16,177
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Microscopic images were obtained by using an Olympus IX81 inverted optical micro-
scope coupled with a camera of Andor Technology EMCCD iXonEM DU 897.
Statistical data was obtained by counting the number of crystals in 1.6×1.6 cm2 micro-
scopic images. Each test was repeated five times.
3.6.3 Preparation and characterisation of shape-controlled 2MO@CB[8]
crystals
120 µL of MO (5 mM) solution was added to 5 mL of a 0.06 mM CB[8] solution. Then
the system was adjusted to pH = 3 through the addition of 0.2 M HCl, resulting in a
transparent solution with the colour changing from orange to red. Needle-like crystals
were obtained within 10 min. Sheet-like crystals were prepared through a similar method
where the ionic strength of the solution was increased to 0.2 M before HCl addition by
introducing NaCl. For needle-sheet complex-shaped crystals, NaCl was introduced after
20 min of HCl addition.
Figure 3.12: The face-index results of a, needle-like and b, sheet-like crystals.
3.6.4 Preparation and characterisation of oriented 2MO@CB[8] crystals
A glass surface was cleaned with a FEMTO plasma cleaner, then immersed into 5% (v/v)
(3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) anhydrous ethanol solution. After rinsing with
ethanol, acetone and deionised (DI) water, the amino functionalised surface was im-
mersed into a mixed solution of 0.06 mM CB[8] and 0.12 mM MO. Then the solution
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Figure 3.13: The samples of a-b, needle-like and c-d, sheet-like crystals before and after
adding excess NaCl addition (after 10 s, final NaCl concentration = 1 M).
e, 1H NMR spectrum of deformed crystal sample by the addition of excess
NaCl (final NaCl concentration = 1 M).
Figure 3.14: Microscopic images of 2MO@CB[8] crystal samples in a small amount of
NaCl solution (0.3 M) at different time (0, 4, 8, 12 s) of solvent evaporation
process (scale bar: 100 µm). The images were taken within the last 12 seconds
before the evaporation finished. The crystalline structure collapsed instantly
due to the increased local ionic strength during H2O evaporation.
Figure 3.15: a, The samples of needle-like and sheet-like crystals before and after adding
competitive guest 1-adamantylamine (after 24 h). b, Samples of Azo-MO-
CB[8] systems with different Azo derivatives at pH = 3 after 24 h.
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was adjusted to pH = 3 through the addition of HCl. Oriented crystals were obtained
within 12 h, and washed with DI water to remove any physically attached crystals. The
top view of the vertical crystals and the control sample without surface modification are
shown in Figure 3.16a and 3.16b respectively.
Figure 3.16: a, Pictures of the top view of vertical crystals on glass surface. b, Pictures of
the control sample without surface modification.
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Chapter 4
Conjugation of micelles and nanoparticles
via CB[8] host-guest chemistry
The preparation and TEM characterisation of the nanoparticles in this chapter were car-
ried out in collaboration with Xiaohe Ren from Department of Chemistry, University of
Cambridge.
This work has been included in the following peer-reviewed article:
Liu, C.‡; Ren, X.‡; Wu, Y.; Scherman, O. A. ‘A novel surfactant recycling system based
on cucurbit[8]uril-mediated host-guest chemistry’. (submitted)
Previous chapters have introduced the application of Azo-CB[8] complexes in crystal-
line constructs. In this chapter, CB[8] and Azo derivatives are exploited to build compos-
ite materials, where a novel cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8])-mediated micelle-nanoparticle com-
plex (MNC) has been proposed in order to recycle surfactant micelles in aqueous phase.
Firstly, azobenzene (Azo)-functionalised amphiphilic diblock co-polymers have been pre-
pared and self-assembled into micelles. The hydrophobic molecule, Nile Red, is chosen
as a model cargo, which can be trapped within the micelles. Secondly, through the ad-
sorption of micelles onto the surface of CB[8] catenane-functionalised SiO2 nanoparticles
(NPs) via MV/trans-Azo@CB[8] complexation, MNC structure has been fabricated. The
obtained MNCs can be collected in proximity to a magnet on account of the iron NPs
loaded inside the SiO2 NPs. Owing to the photo-isomerisation of the Azo moiety, the
micelles can be re-dispersed in water upon UV irradiation. Finally, the hydrophobic mo-
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lecules trapped in the micelle cavity have been released in a controllable manner via pH
or thermal stimuli. Interestingly, both the micelles and NPs can be recycled after their
use.
4.1 Introduction
Surfactants play an important role in both fundamental science and our daily life. For
example, soap and detergents, the typical amphiphilic surfactants, are composed of both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments. During the cleaning process in aqueous envir-
onment, the hydrophobic tails pack together into the core, surrounded by hydrophilic
headgroups. The hydrophobic molecules (i.e. oils, waxes and lipophilic dirts) can be en-
capsulated in the micelle cavity and removed from the aqueous system. Among various
surfactants, polymeric micelles have sparked a great interest on account of their applic-
ations in detergents,204,205 drug delivery and controlled release.206–208 Micelles offer sev-
eral advantages over other nanocarriers.209–211 The core-shell structure of micelles allows
the loading of water insoluble drugs into the hydrophobic core, increasing water solubil-
ity and in vivo compatibility.212,213 Their small size also provides excellent drug delivery
capabilities. Some typical structures of block co-polymers are shown in Figure 4.1a. After
tuning the polymer chain arrangements, the amphiphilic block co-polymers are able to
assemble themselves to spherical micelles, cylindrical micelles, vesicles, lamellaes and
bicontinuous structures, depanding the ratio of each block (Figure 4.1b).214,215
Figure 4.1: a, Typical structures of block co-polymers containing A and B blocks. b,
Schematic illustration of the possible polymer chain arrangements in differ-
ent morphologies of AB diblocks changing from i, sphere to ii, cylinder and
to iii, lamella, as the volume fraction of the A block (black) increases to ∼ 0.5.
The dash curve in each morphology represents a part of the interface between
A and B domains.214
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With the development of living/controlled polymerisations, such as Atom Transfer
Radical Polymerisation (ATRP),216,217 Nitroxide-Mediated Polymerisation (NMP)218 and
Reversible Addition Fragmentation Transfer (RAFT),219,220 a variety of stimuli-responsive
amphiphilic co-polymers have been synthesised. These ‘smart’ co-polymers have given
birth to micellar systems that responsive to various external stimuli,212,221 such as tem-
perature,222 pH223 and UV light.224 As a typical pH-responsive polymer, poly[2-(N,N-
dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate] (PDMAEMA) displays changing water solubility
with varying pH, depending on the degree of protonation of dimethylamino moieties
(pKa=7.6).225 Over the past two decades, a series of PDMAEMA-based amphiphilic block
co-polymers have been synthesised through ATRP216 and RAFT219,220 techniques, which
has led to the synthesis of a variety of pH-responsive systems.226 Another example,
poly(N-isopropyl acrylamide) (PNIPAM) is known for its outstanding thermal-responsive
property. The hydrophilic polymer chain of PNIPAM displays a phase transition to a hy-
drophobic structure during the temperature increase from below to above the lower crit-
ical solution temperature (LCST, 32 ◦C for PNIPAM).227 A block co-polymer with dual
responsiveness, PNIPAM-b-PDMAEMA can be synthesised via RAFT polymerisation,
where the first polymerised PDMAEMA is employed as the macro-CTA (chain transfer
agent) to mediate further polymerisation of NIPAM monomers.228,229
Most polymeric micelles are prepared through tedious synthetic procedures,209,230,231
but unfortunately few of them can be recycled. Therefore, in order to overcome these
challenges, it is worthwhile to design an efficient recycling system for micelle-based sur-
factants and drug carriers. Host-guest chemistry has been widely applied to design vari-
ous reversible systems due to the dynamic nature of non-covalent binding.35,232,233 As
an important member of macrocyclic hosts, CB[8] is capable of exploiting as a dynamic
linker to build supramolecular architectures among different systems, including silica
nanoparticles,23 gold nanorods75 and solid substrates, due to its ability to accommodate
two guests.78 Therefore, CB[8] possesses a great potential in the design of micelle-based
recycling systems, in which it will act as a molecular ‘hand-cuff’ to build substructures.
Catenanes, with special mechanically-interlocked molecular architectures,234–239 have
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Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of the dual recycling system through MNCs. During
the micelle recycling process, the hydrophobic molecules can be a, collected
and f, controlled-released, while both the micelles (orange cycle) and NPs
(green cycle) can be recycled and re-utilised through the reversible assembly
of MNCs. i, The MNC structure formed by the MV/trans-Azo@CB[8] tern-
ary complex. j, The disassembly of MNC due to trans to cis isomerisation
of the Azo guest. k, The hydrophilic head and hydrophobic tail of Azo-
functionalised amphiphilic diblock co-polymers.
been exploited as molecular machines,240,241 sensors,242,243 and switches.244–247 Recently,
a surface-bound CB[8] catenane has been reported by our group, where MV@CB[8] has
been immobilised onto magnetic silica NPs.24 By taking advantage of the redox-responsive
behaviours of MV, CB[8] catenanes have been used as a nano-platform for peptide sep-
aration (Figure 1.15, chapter 1). Inspired by this, a novel micelle-nanoparticle complex
(MNC) system constructed via the host-guest complexation of CB[8] catenanes is pro-
posed.
In this chapter, a dual recycling system has been designed in order to collect surfact-
ant micelles from aqueous solution (Figure 4.2). Firstly, Azo-functionalised amphiphilic
block co-polymers have been prepared and assembled into cargo-loaded micelles, with
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the hydrophobic molecules (Nile Red as a lipophilic cargo) encapsulated in the core
(Figure 4.2a and 4.2k). Secondly, with the introduction of iron-loaded CB[8] catenane-
functionalised SiO2 nanoparticles (NPs), the loaded micelles are assembled onto the sur-
face of NPs, forming micelle-nanoparticle complexes (MNCs) (Figure 4.2b and 4.2i). Those
complexes are collected in proximity to a magnet (Figure 4.2c). Next, the MNCs are re-
dispersed in water under UV irradiation (trans-cis isomerisation), resulting in separated
micelles and NPs (Figure 4.2d and 4.2j). The micelles can be further isolated after the
removal of NPs with a magnet (Figure 4.2e). Finally, the hydrophobic cargoes can be
released in a controllable manner on account of the stimuli-responsive properties of the
polymer backbone (Figure 4.2f). In conclusion, both the micelles (Figure 4.2, orange cycle)
and NPs (Figure 4.2, green cycle) have been recycled and re-utilised (Figure 4.2g-4.2h).
The experimental details can be found in the Experimental Section.
4.2 Azo-functionalised micelles
Azo methyl methacrylate (Azo-MMA) monomer (Figure 4.3a) has been used to syn-
thesise two Azo-functionalised amphiphilic diblock co-polymers: PS-b-P(DMAEMA-co-
AzoMMA) and PNIPAM-b-P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA), dubbed as PS-based and PNIPAM-
based polymer respectively. Subsequently, these polymers have been self-assembled to
micelles in an aqueous media (Figure 4.2a). Finally, their cargo loading and thermal/pH
stimuli-responsive cargo release behaviours have been investigated (Figure 4.2a and 4.2f).
Azo-functionalised amphiphilic block co-polymers
Azo-MMA has been utilised in this project on account of its structural similarity to
DMAEMA. The chemical structure and synthetic procedure of Azo-MMA is shown in
Figure 4.3a. The ethylene glycol unit between MMA and Azo is designed to enhance
the flexibility and water solubility of the monomer. Azo-functionalised amphiphilic dib-
lock co-polymers were synthesised through a stepwise manner via RAFT polymerisation.
The first block of P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA) was synthesised through a one-pot RAFT
polymerisation of DMAEMA and AzoMMA monomers (Figure 4.3b). 1H NMR spectro-
scopy suggests that the block length of PDMAEMA is around 77 with an Azo/DMAEMA
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Figure 4.3: Synthetic procedures forming Azo-functionalised amphiphilic block co-
polymers.
Figure 4.4: GPC curves of P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA), PS-b-P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA)
and PNIPAM-b-P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA).
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ratio of 3 %. Details can be found in the Experimental Section. Next, P(DMAEMA-co-
AzoMMA) acted as macro-CTA (chain transfer agent) to mediate the following extension
of the second PS/PNIPAM segments (Figure 4.3c, 4.3d). As shown in Figure 4.4, gel per-
meation chromatography (GPC) analysis confirmed an increase of Mn from 10 KDa to
35 kDa (for PS-based co-polymer) and to 32 kDa (for PNIPAM-based co-polymer) when
the polymer chain extended from P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA) to diblock co-polymers.
Characterisation of Azo-functionalised micelles
Figure 4.5: a, TEM image of PS-based micelles at pH=7 (Scale bar: 180 nm). b, TEM image
of PNIPAM-based micelles prepared at 40 ◦C (Scale bar: 150 nm).
During the self-assembly in water, the Azo-functionalised hydrophilic head is stretched
into water while shielding the hydrophobic PS/PNIPAM tail in the core. TEM images
(Figure 4.5) show spherical micelles with diameters of around 55 ± 5 nm and 60 ± 5 nm
of PS-based and PNIPAM-based micelles respectively. The statistical data (based on 50
micelles) of the micellar size can be found in Figure 4.17a (Experimental Section). The size
dispersion is probably due to the broad polymer length distribution. The TEM sample
of PNIPAM-based micelle was prepared at 40 ◦C. Some air bubbles were formed due to
the quick solvent evaporation under high temperature, which were surrounded by some
polymers, likely resulting in the light-colour spherical objects in the background of Fig-
ure 4.5b. However, those small grey objects were not included in the size distribution
in Figure 4.17a. The ζ potential curves in Figure 4.17b (Experimental Section) suggests
that both the PS-based (39.6 mV) and PNIPAM-based micelles (23.1 mV) are electronic-
ally positive. As shown in Figure 4.2a, the hydrophobic molecules can be encapsulated
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inside the micelle. Nile Red, the commonly used lipophilic stain, has been utilised in
this thesis as a model of hydrophobic cargoes. The critical micelle concentrations (CMC)
have been recorded as 0.028 and 0.053 mg/mL for PS-based and PNIPAM-based micelles
respectively (Figure 4.18, Experimental Section).
The stimuli-responsive properties of Azo-functionalised micelles
The stimuli-responsive behaviours of these micelles were investigated by the dynamic
light scattering (DLS) measurement. For PS-based micelles, a series of samples were pre-
pared at different pH conditions (in Britton-Robinson buffer). As shown in Figure 4.6a,
the diameter of PS-based micelles decreased up to 35% when the pH of the system in-
creased from 2 to 12, on account of the deprotonation of the dimethylamino moieties.
Hence, the corona of the micelle would shrink into the hydrophobic core, leading to a
decrease in micellar size. In addition, compared with TEM results, the larger size of the
micelle, measured by DLS is likely due to the water shell surrounding the micelles, since
the hydrodynamic diameter is typically larger than the dehydrated samples determined
by TEM.
Figure 4.6: a, Size of PS-based micelles as a function of pH, showing a 35% size decrease
with pH changing from 2 to 12. b, Size of PNIPAM-based micelles as a func-
tion of temperature from 25 ◦C to 45 ◦C (black plots) and back (red plots).
A constant size can be collected from above 32 ◦C. Insert image: solutions
of PNIPAM-based micelles with green laser, showing the tyndall effect above
32 ◦C.
DLS test of PNIPAM-based micelles was carried out at different temperatures. The
stable data could only be collected when the temperature is above the LCST (32 ◦C, Fig-
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ure 4.6b), suggesting the formation of micelles. Indeed, with the temperature increase,
the hydrogen bonds between NIPAM moieties and water molecules broken, resulting in
a more hydrophobic PNIPAM segment. Above the LCST, the polymer was transformed
from hydrophilic to amphiphilic form, which further displayed self-assembling proper-
ties.
The responsive cargo release of micelles
Furthermore, based on this stimuli-responsive self-assembly, the loaded-micelles should
possess controlled cargo release behaviours. This process can be monitored by fluor-
escent spectroscopy through employing Nile Red as a model cargo. As shown in Fig-
ure 4.7a, PS-based micelles demonstrated an enhanced release rate while pH decreased.
After 24 h, the cargo release percentage of the sample at pH=3 increased to 34%. This
value is much higher when compared with its counterpart at pH=11 (5%). This is be-
cause the protonated amino groups of PDMAEMA segment at lower pH would lead
to micelle swelling and accelerate the cargo release. For PNIPAM-based micelles, more
than 50% cargoes were released within 5 hours at 25 ◦C, which is even higher than its
counterpart at 40 ◦C after 72 h (Figure 4.6b), due to the micelle deformation under LCST.
Therefore, the hydrophobic cargoes loaded by these novel Azo-functionalised micelles
can be released in a controlled manner upon different stimuli, which is demonstrated in
Figure 4.2f.
4.3 Self-assembly of Azo-functionalised micelles and silica
nanoparticles
In this section, a new MNC structure has been prepared after using MV/trans-Azo@CB[8]
ternary complex. PS-based micelles have been used as an example to test the feasibil-
ity of this method. The experimental data for PNIPAM-based MNCs are presented in
the Experimental Section. MV-functionalised silica NPs have been first used to test the
possibility of bridging micelles and NPs through CB[8] host-guest interactions. Then
more advanced MNC structures have been obtained through employing CB[8] catenane-
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Figure 4.7: a, Release percentage of Nile Red molecules from PS-based micelles as a func-
tion of time for three different pH values in Britton-Robinson buffer at 25 ◦C.
b, Release percentage of Nile Red molecules from PNIPAM-based micelles as
a function of time at 25 and 40 ◦C.
contained magnetic SiO2 NPs. At last, this approach has been further exploited to an
efficient micelle recycling system.
Self-assembly between Azo-functionalised micelles and MV-functionalised SiO2 NPs
In order to investigate the self-assembly between the micelles and SiO2 NPs, MV-
functionalised silica NPs were employed as the preliminary attempt. MV-functionalised
SiO2 NPs were first mixed with CB[8] to yield inclusion complexes (MV@CB[8]) on the
NP surface (Figure 4.8a and 4.8b), then PS-based Azo-functionalised micelles were intro-
duced to the mixture (Figure 4.8c). As shown in the TEM images (Figure 4.9), complex
structures have been formed via CB[8] complexation, where the micelles act as ‘linkers’
to conjugate silica NPs. Therefore, the non-covalent CB[8] host-guest interactions are
capable of connecting micelles and NPs. The detailed synthetic procedures and charac-
terisations can be found in the Experimental Section.
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Figure 4.8: Schematic illustration of a, MV-functionalised SiO2 NP; b, MV@CB[8]-
functionalised SiO2 NP and c, the complex structure between Azo-
functionalised micelles and MV-functionalised SiO2 NP via CB[8].
Figure 4.9: TEM images of the self-assembly of Azo-functionalised micelles and MV-
functionalised SiO2 NPs. Scale bar: a, 180 nm, b, 200 nm.
Self-assembly between Azo-functionalised micelles and CB[8] catenane-functionalised
magnetic SiO2 NPs
Figure 4.10: Schematic illustration of the formation of MNC structure through employ-
ing Azo-functionalised micelles and CB[8] catenane-functionalised magnetic
SiO2 NPs.
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As shown in Figure 4.10, CB[8] catenane-functionalised NPs have been employed to
assemble MNCs. CB[8] catenane-contained magnetic SiO2 NPs were prepared according
to our previous work.24 MNCs were prepared through the addition of micelle solution
to the aqueous dispersion of SiO2 NPs. A new peak with a larger average hydrodynamic
diameter (around 369 nm) can be observed from the DLS measurement (Figure 4.11a),
suggesting the formation of MNCs. Furthermore, TEM images in Figure 4.11b-4.11d
demonstrate that each SiO2 NP (dark colour with a diameter of around 150 nm) is as-
sembled with 3-4 micelles (light color with a diameter of around 55 nm). The multiple
linking between micelles and NPs in Figure 4.11b and 4.11c is due to the drying effect
in the TEM grid, since from DLS data, no aggregation has been observed in aqueous
phase. Moreover, ζ potential values (Experimental Section) suggest that both catenane-
functionalised SiO2 NPs (∼35.5 mV) and micelles (∼39.6 mV) are positively charged,
confirming that the MNC is not formed by electrostatic forces. Additionally, the iron
NPs can be observed inside the SiO2 NPs.
4.4 Applications of micelle-nanoparticle complexes
Utilising the iron NPs inside SiO2 NPs, the MNCs can be collected in proximity to a mag-
net (Figure 4.2c). Moreover, owing to the photo-responsive property of the Azo moiety,
MNCs can be disassembled into the original micelles and NPs (Figure 4.2d and 4.2j). In
this way, we have demonstrated that MNCs can be used to recycle micelles in aqueous
solution. During the dual recycling cycle in Figure 4.2, both the micelles and NPs can be
recycled and re-utilised. In order to test the recycling efficiency during the assembly and
disassembly of MNCs, two separate experiments have been designed for micelles and
NPs respectively, where Nile Red-loaded micelles are employed to monitor the recycling
process through fluorescent spectroscopy.
The recycling efficiency test of the micelles is shown in Figure 4.12a. The fluorescent in-
tensity of Nile Red-loaded PS-based micelles was recorded. After the assembly of MNCs
(stage 1), a magnet was utilised to collect the MNCs (stage 2). Next, the MNCs were
disassembled and re-dispersed under UV irradiation (stage 3). The TEM image of the
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Figure 4.11: Characterisation of the PS-based MNC. a, DLS results of CB[8] catenane-
functionalised magnetic SiO2 NPs, PS-based micelles and MNCs. b-c, TEM
images of PS-based MNCs. Scale bar of b: 200 nm, c: 150 nm. The dark
spherical iron NPs can be seen inside SiO2 NPs. d, TEM image of a single
PS-based MNC (scale bar: 70 nm).
separated micelles and NPs at stage 3 is shown in Figure 4.12c. Finally, the number of the
recycled micelles were recorded after removing the NPs (stage 4). Pictures of samples at
different stages in the cycle are shown in Figure 4.12b. The solution at stage 2 exhibited
the least fluorescent intensity, as the most cargo-loaded micelles were collected by the
magnet. As shown in Figure 4.12d,∼90% micelles were recycled (each single cycle), with
an overall ∼60% efficiency after five cycles.
Another experiment was designed to test the recycling efficiency of NPs. As shown in
Figure 4.13a, after the formation (stage 1) and disassembly (stage 3) of MNCs, the original
NPs were collected (stage 4) and re-utilised to assemble with new micelles. Through
testing the fluorescent intensity at stage 3, the retained NPs could be calculated. After five
cycles, more than 80% (∼96% of each cycle) NPs were retained (Figure 4.13b), suggesting
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Figure 4.12: a, Schematic illustration of the recycling efficiency test of PS-based micelles.
b, Pictures of the samples at different stages. c, TEM image of the solution
after UV irradiation, where separated PS-based micelles and NPs can be ob-
served (scale bar: 140 nm). d, Recycling efficiency of the sample after each
single cycle (∼90%) and after five cycles (∼60%).
the outstanding efficiency of the MNC method. Therefore, the MNCs can be employed
as an efficient tool for micellar recycling, while most of the micelles as well as NPs can be
re-collected after the recycling process.
4.5 Conclusions
In conclusion, a composite system of MNC has been fabricated via MV/Azo@CB[8] het-
eroternary complexation. Firstly, Azo-functionalised amphiphilic block co-polymers have
been prepared via RAFT polymerisation, which could subsequently assemble to micelles
and act as predesigned ‘detergents’ to encapsulate hydrophobic molecules (i.e. lipophilic
cargoes) in aqueous solution. Next, a well designed MNC structure has been prepared via
CB[8] mediated host-guest chemistry. Through the assembly and disassembly of MNCs,
both the NPs and cargo-loaded micelles can be collected and isolated with a high ef-
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Figure 4.13: a, Schematic illustration of the recycling efficiency test of NPs. b, Recycling
efficiency of the NPs. After five cycles, more than 80% (∼96% of each cycle)
NPs were retained.
ficiency. Finally, the cargoes inside the micelle cavity can be released in a controlled
manner and the block co-polymers have been re-utilised. Therefore, MNCs provide a
promising platform for the recycle of versatile drug carriers through host-guest chem-
istry.
4.6 Experimental
4.6.1 Materials and general methods
All starting chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received unless
stated otherwise. CB[8]16,177 and iron-loaded CB[8] catenane-functionalised SiO2 NPs24
were prepared according to previously published protocols. Britton-Robinson buffer was
used to adjust the pH for PS-based micelles. The N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM) and
4,4’-azobis(4-cyanovaleric acid) (ACVA) were recrystalised before use.
1H NMR (400 MHz) spectra were recorded using a Bruker Avance QNP 400. 1H NMR
(500 MHz) spectra were recorded using Bruker Avance QNP 500 Cryo Ultrashield. Chem-
ical shifts were measured in ppm (δ) in D2O and CDCl3 with the internal reference set to
4.79 ppm and 7.26 ppm respectively.
Number average molecular weight (Mn), Weight average molecular weight (Mw) and
polydispersity (Mw/Mn) were obtained by THF GPC. The THF GPC setup consisted of
two 30 cm PLgel Mixed-C columns in series, eluted using THF and calibrated against a
series of 12 near-monodisperse PMMA standards (Mp from 690 to 1,944,000 g/mol). The
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polymers were analysed in THF at a concentration of 5.0 mg/mL. All calibrations and
analysis were performed at 35 ◦C at a flow rate of 1 mL/min.
Fluorescent spectra were performed on an Eclipse fluorescence spectrophotometre at
25 and 45 ◦C. The excitation wavelength of the fluorescent measurements was 540 nm,
with the monitored emission from 550 to 800 nm. The excitation and emission slit widths
were 5.0 nm and the scan rate was 600 nm/min.
ATR FT-IR spectroscopy was conducted using a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 series FT-
IR spectrometre equipped with a universal ATR sampling accessory.
DLS and ζ-potential measurements were performed on a Malvern Zeta-sizer NS90
equipment under different temperatures.
TEM characterisations were carried out on a FEI Philips Tecnai 20 TEM under an ac-
celerating voltage of 80 kV. Samples were prepared by applying one drop of the as-
synthesised microspheres onto a Holey R carbon coated copper TEM grid (400 mesh)
and dried overnight at room temperature or 45 ◦C.
4.6.2 Preparation and characterisation of Azo-functionalised micelles
Azo-MMA. Azo-MMA was synthesised by a two-step reaction (Figure 4.3a). For the first
step, triethylene glycol monochlorohydrin (14.00 g, 84.00 mmol), potassium carbonate
(22.96 g, 168.0 mmol) and 4-(phenyldiazenyl)phenol (33.31 g, 168.0 mmol) were placed
in a 1000 mL flask with the addition of acetonitrile (420 mL). Then the system was stirred
and refluxed under N2 (g) for 36 h. After cooling to room temperature, excess K2CO3 was
removed by filtration, followed by the removal of acetonitrile. The crude product was
dissolved in 50 mL DCM and washed (extraction) by HCl solution (0.1 M) three times and
then washed with water. Then the product was concentrated by removing the volatiles,
after which the solution was passed through a silica column by using ethyl acetate as the
eluent. Finally, the relevant fractions were collected, combined and condensed in vacuo
to give a red powder (19.40 g, 70%). 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3), 7.96 (d, 2H), 7.92 (d,
2H), 7.54 (t, 2H), 7.46 (d, 1H), 7.07 (d, 2H), 4.26 (t, 2H), 3.78 (t, 2H), 3.73 (m, 6H), 3.66 (t,
2H).21
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Next, a solution of triethylene glycol azobenzene (6.00 g, 18.16 mmol) and triethyl-
amine (3.78 mL, 27.24 mmol) in THF (100 mL) was cooled to -20 ◦C. To this solution,
methacryloyl chloride (2.64 mL, 27.24 mmol) in THF (25 mL) was added dropwise over
30 min. The mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. Then the triethylam-
monium chloride salt and THF were removed by filtration and evaporation respectively.
The crude product was washed with sodium bicarbonate solution (0.5 M) three times.
After being purified by flash chromatography (SiO2, 2:1 v/v ethyl acetate/hexane), the
product Azo-MMA monomer was obtained as an orange oil (6.20 g, 85%). 1H NMR
(400 MHz, CDCl3), 7.95 (d, 2H), 7.90 (d, 2H), 7.54 (t, 2H), 7.44 (d, 1H), 7.04 (d, 2H), 6.16
(s, 1H), 5.59 (s, 1H), 4.34 (t, 2H), 4.24 (t, 2H), 3.93 (t, 2H), 3.76 (m, 6H), 2.07 (s, 3H).21
Figure 4.14: 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA).
P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA). P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA) was prepared via a RAFT poly-
merisation (Figure 4.3b). The mixture of 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA,
5.00 g, 31.80 mmol, 100 eq), Azo-MMA (886.95 mg, 2.226 mmol, 7 eq) and 4-cyano-4-
(phenylcarbonothioylthio)pentanoic acid (88.84 mg, 0.318 mmol, 1 eq) were dissolved in
10.6 mL dioxane (3 M). The reaction mixture was degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw
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cycles and left under nitrogen. Then ACVA (17.83 mg, 0.0636 mmol, 0.2 eq) was ad-
ded and the flask was immersed in an oil bath at 70 ◦C. 1H NMR spectroscopy was
used to monitor the conversion during the reaction. Finally, the reaction was stopped
by quenching in liquid nitrogen and the mixture was precipitated by dropping the di-
oxane solution into cold hexane. The crude polymer was collected and re-dissolved in
THF. The precipitation procedure was repeated for three times. After filtration and de-
siccation, P(DMAEMA-co-Azo) was obtained as an orange powder. Mw/Mn=1.19 (GPC),
DP(PDMAEMA)=77 (1H NMR), Mn=12,000 g/mol (1H NMR) and αAzo/DMAEMA=3 %.
1H NMR spectroscopy and GPC results are shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.4 respect-
ively.
Figure 4.15: 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of PS-b-P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA).
PS-b-P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA). Styrene (17.4 g, 167 mmol, 2000 eq) and P(DMAEMA-
co-Azo) (macro-CTA, M=12,000 g/mol, 1000 mg, 0.083 mmol, 1 eq) were dissolved in THF
(55.5 mL, 3 M). After being degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw cycles and purged with
nitrogen, AIBN (3.4 mg, 0.02 mmol, 0.25 eq) was added and the flask was immersed in
an oil bath at 70 ◦C under stirring. The conversion was monitored by 1H NMR. The
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reaction was stopped by quenching in liquid nitrogen. Then the crude products were
precipitated by dropping the dioxane solution into cold hexane. The polymer was collec-
ted and re-dissolved in THF. The precipitation procedure was repeated for three times.
After being filtered and dried in a vacuum oven at 30 ◦C for 24 h, PS-b-P(DMAEMA-co-
Azo) was collected as an orange powder. Mw/Mn=1.44 (GPC), DP(PS)=550 (1H NMR)
and DP(PDMAEMA)=77 (1H NMR). 1H NMR spectroscopy and GPC results are shown in
Figure 4.15 and Figure 4.4 respectively.
Figure 4.16: 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz) of PNIPAM-b-P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA).
PNIPAM-b-P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA). NIPAM (2.62 g, 23.2 mmol, 400 eq) and
P(DMAEMA-co-Azo) (macro-CTA, M=12,000 g/mol, 696 mg, 0.058 mmol, 1 eq) were
dissolved in dioxane (9.28 mL, 2.5 M). After being degassed by three freeze-pump-thaw
cycles and purged with nitrogen, AIBN (3.36 mg, 0.012 mmol, 0.20 eq) was added and the
flask was immersed in an oil bath at 70 ◦C under stirring. The conversion was monitored
by 1H NMR spectroscopy. The reaction was stopped by quenching in liquid nitrogen.
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Then the crude products were precipitated by dropping the dioxane solution into cold
hexane. The polymer was collected and re-dissolved in THF. The precipitation procedure
was repeated for three times. After being filtered and dried in a vacuum oven at 30 ◦C for
24 h, PNIPAM-b-P(DMAEMA-co-Azo) was collected as an orange powder. Mw/Mn=1.39
(GPC), DP(PNIPAM)=340 (1H NMR) and DP(PDMAEMA)=77 (1H NMR). 1H NMR spec-
troscopy and GPC results are shown in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.4 respectively.
Preparation of PS-based micelle solution (0.5 mg/mL). 5.0 mg of PS-b-P(DMAEMA-
co-AzoMMA) block co-polymer was dissolved in 5 mL THF. Then 10 mL DI water was
added dropwise under vigorous stirring (400 rpm). After the addition was finished, the
micelle solution was further stirred for another 24 h until the THF was completely evap-
orated (the smell of THF disappeared).
Preparation of PNIPAM-based micelle solution (0.5 mg/mL). 5.0 mg of PNIPAM-b-
P(DMAEMA-co-AzoMMA) block co-polymer was dissolved in 10 mL DI water at room
temperature under vigorous stirring (400 rpm). After the addition was finished, the solu-
tion was heated to 45 ◦C under stirring, resulting in micelle formation.
Figure 4.17: a, statistical analysis of the size distributions of PS-based and PNIPAM-based
micelles from TEM results. The data was based on 50 micelles. b, The ζ
potential curves for cargo-loaded PS-based (black) and PNIPAM-based (red)
micelles.
Preparation of cargo-loaded PS-based micelle solution. 5.0 mg PS-based block co-
polymers were dissolved in 5 mL THF, where 150 µL Nile Red solution (0.02 mg/mL,
THF) was added as hydrophobic drugs. Then 10 mL DI water was added dropwise
under vigorous stirring (400 rpm). After the addition process was finished, the drug-
loaded micelle solution was further stirred for another 24 h until the THF was completely
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evaporated (the smell of THF disappeared). The final concentration of polymers and Nile
Red were 0.5 and 3×10−4 mg/mL respectively.
Preparation of cargo-loaded PNIPAM-based micelle solution. 5.0 mg PNIPAM-based
block co-polymers were dissolved in 10 mL DI water at room temperature, where 150 µL
Nile Red solution (0.02 mg/mL, THF) was added as hydrophobic drugs. Then the tem-
perature was increased to 45 ◦C under vigorous stirring (400 rpm). The drug-loaded
micelle solution was further stirred for another 24 h until the THF was completely evap-
orated (the smell of THF disappeared). The final concentration of polymers and Nile Red
were 0.5 and 3×10−4 mg/mL respectively.
Determination of the critical micelle concentration (CMC). CMC was tested through
a fluorescent method, where Nile Red was used as a fluorescent probe. The block co-
polymer concentrations varied from 10−3 mg/mL to 1 mg/mL. Next, Nile Red (THF
solution, 0.02 mg/mL) was added to get the final concentration of 3×10−4 mg/mL in
each solution. The fluorescent results of the solution with different micelle concentration
were monitored via fluorimetre. The PNIPAM-based micelle was tested at 45 ◦C.
Figure 4.18: The CMC of a, PS-based and b, PNIPAM-based micelles.
Responsive cargo release of PS-based micelles. 10.0 mg PS-based block co-polymers
were dissolved in 10 mL THF, where 300 µL Nile Red solution (0.02 mg/mL, THF) was
added as hydrophobic cargoes. Then 20 mL Britton-Robinson buffer (pH=3, 7 and 11)
was added dropwise under vigorous stirring (400 rpm). After the addition process was
finished, the drug-loaded micelle solution was further stirred for another 24 h until the
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THF was completely evaporated (the smell of THF disappeared). The final concentration
of polymers and Nile Red were 0.5 mg/mL and 3×10−4 mg/mL respectively. Then the
micelle solution was dialysed against the corresponding buffer solution. The fluorescent
results of the micelle solution were monitored at different times.
Responsive cargo release of PNIPAM-based micelles. 10.0 mg PNIPAM-based block
co-polymers were dissolved in 20 mL DI water at room temperature, where 300 µL Nile
Red solution (0.02 mg/mL, THF) was added as hydrophobic cargoes. Then the temper-
ature was increased to 45 ◦C under vigorous stirring (400 rpm). The drug-loaded micelle
solution was further stirred for another 24 h until the THF was completely evaporated
(the smell of THF disappeared). The final concentration of polymers and Nile Red were
0.5 mg/mL and 3×10−4 mg/mL respectively. Then the micelle solution was dialysed
against water at 25 ◦C and 45 ◦C respectively. The fluorescent results of the micelle solu-
tion were monitored at different times.
4.6.3 Preparation of micelle-nanoparticle complexes
Preparation of MV-functionlised SiO2 NPs. The preparation of MV-functionlised SiO2
NPs is shown in Figure 4.19. Bare SiO2 NPs and MV-silane were prepared first.
Figure 4.19: The scheme of the preparation of MV-functionalised silica NP.
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Preparation of SiO2 NP. To a 250 mL flask, 3 mL of ammonium hydroxide solution
(25 %), 20 mL of water and 70 mL of ethanol were added. Subsequently 2.08 g (10 mmol)
of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) was dissolved in 10 mL ethanol, and the mixture was
added to the previous solution with vigorous mechanical stirring at 500 rpm for 12 h.
Finally, the product was washed by three cycles of centrifuge/redispersion using ethanol
(100 mL) and once with DI water (100 mL).
Preparation of MV-silane. MV-OH (1.51 g, 3.0 mmol) and Silane-NCO (7,41 g, 30 mmol)
were dissolved in 30 mL of dry acetonitrile in a 100 mL pre-dried round bottom flask.
Subsequently, one drop of dibutyltin dilaurate (TDL) was added under stirring (500 rpm),
and the mixture was stirred for 48 h at room temperature. Then tetrabutylammonium
chloride (5.00 g, 18 mmol) was added and the crude product was precipitated. After fil-
tration, washed with diethyl ether and dried in a vacuum oven for 24 h, the pure product
was collected as a brown powder. 1H NMR (400 MHz, D2O), 9.05 (dd, 4H), 8.49 (dd,
4H), 4.94 (s, 2H), 4.57 (d, 2H), 4.44 (s, 3H), 3.76 (q, 6H), 2.94 (t, 2H), 1.44 (t, 2H), 1.13 (t,
9H). 13C NMR (100 MHz, D2O), 192.1, 146.2, 127.0, 126.7, 62.8, 61.1, 59.2, 48.4, 43.0, 22.0,
17.3, 6.1. FTIR, 3372 cm−1(N-H), 2975 cm−1(C-H), 1705 cm−1(-NH(CO)O-). MS spectra,
m/z=463.2 g/mol.
Preparation of MV-functionalised SiO2 NP. To a 100 mL flask, 50 mg of bare silica NPs
were dispersed in the mixture of 40 mL ethanol/water (ethanol/water=1/9). Then 15 mg
of MV-silane was added to the solution under vigorous mechanical stirring at 500 rpm,
and the mixture was heated to 60 ◦C for 1 h. Subsequently, the resultant product was
washed by three cycles of centrifuge/redispersion using ethanol (100 mL) and once with
DI water (100 mL). At last, the final product MV-functionalised silica NPs were dispersed
in 500 mL water. According to the characterisation results, during modification process,
both the ζ potential increase (from -56.0 mV to +8.48 mV) and the appearance of N-H
stretching vibration peak (3343 cm−1) in FT-IR (Figure 4.20) suggest that the MV moiety
was functionalised onto the surface of SiO2 NPs.
Self-assembly between PS-based micelles and MV-functionalised SiO2 NPs. MV-
functionalised SiO2 NPs were dispersed in DI water to yield a solution of 0.05 mg/mL
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Figure 4.20: FTIR of SiO2 particles before and after functionalisation.
(A). CB[8] was dissolved in water to get a 0.04 mg/mL solution (B). Then 16 mL of A
and 4 mL of B was mixed under vigorous stirring (500 rpm), resulting in MV@CB[8]-
functionalised SiO2 NPs. Next, 1 mL micelle solution (0.1 mg/mL) was mixed with
1 mL MV@CB[8]-functionalised silica NPs solution under stirring, after which MV/trans-
Azo@CB[8] ternary complex was obtained.
Self-assembly between PS-based micelles and CB[8] catenane-functionalised mag-
netic SiO2 NPs. CB[8] catenane-functionalised magnetic SiO2 NPs were dispersed in DI
water to yield a 1 mL solution of 0.04 mg/mL, where 250 µL micelle solution (0.5 mg/mL)
was then introduced under stirring, resulting in MNCs.
Self-assembly between PNIPAM-based micelles and CB[8] catenane-functionalised
magnetic SiO2 NPs. CB[8] catenane-functionalised magnetic SiO2 NPs were dispersed
in DI water to yield a 1 mL solution of 0.04 mg/mL at 45 ◦C, where 250 µL micelle
solution (0.5 mg/mL, 45 ◦C) was then introduced under stirring, resulting in MNCs. The
characterisations of PNIPAM-based MNCs are shown in Figure 4.21.
Experimental procedures for the recycling cycle of Figure 4.2. 5 mL cargo-loaded
(Nile Red, 3×10−4 mg/mL) micelle solution (0.5 mg/mL) was added to 20 mL of the
CB[8] catenane-functionalised magnetic SiO2 NPs (0.04 mg/mL) solution under stirring,
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Figure 4.21: Characterisation of PNIPAM-based MNC. a, DLS results of CB[8] catenane-
contained magnetic SiO2 NPs, PNIPAM-based micelles and PNIPAM-based
MNCs. b, TEM image of PNIPAM-based MNCs. (scale bar: 450 nm).
forming MNCs. Next the MNCs were concentrated in proximity to a magnet. The solu-
tion was replaced by 5 mL water, where the MNCs were re-dispersed under UV irra-
diation at 350 nm (trans to cis). The TEM image for the dispersed solution is shown in
Figure 4.12c, suggesting separated micelles and NPs. NPs were further removed by a
magnet and can be re-utilised for the next cycle. The micelle solution was irradiated
by visible light at 420 nm to achieve trans-Azo, followed by the dialysis against Britton-
Robinson buffer (pH=3) for 36 h to release most of the Nile Red. After lyophilisation, the
polymer were recycled and the extra Nile red can be further removed by the precipita-





hydrogel reinforced with CePO4 nanowires
The preparation and characterisation (TEM, TGA and SEM) of the nanowires in this
chapter were carried out in collaboration with Dr. Guolei Xiang from Department of
Chemistry, University of Cambridge.
This work has been published in the following peer-reviewed article:
Liu, C.‡; Xiang, G.‡; Wu, Y.; Barrow, S. J.; Rowland, M. J.; Clarke, D. E.; Wu, G.; Scher-
man, O. A. ‘Hybrid organic–inorganic supramolecular hydrogel reinforced with CePO4
nanowires’, Polym. Chem. 2016, 7, 6485-6489.
In this chapter, another composite material based on cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]) ternary
complexes is introduced. As an important class of soft materials, supramolecular hydro-
gels have attracted a tremendous interest on account of their shear-thinning, self-healing
and stimuli-responsive properties.17,79,248 However, the scope of their applications is typ-
ically limited to the soft properties (i.e. shear-thinning and self-healing).249 To the best of
our knowledge, there is little discussion of utilising non-covalent interactions to enhance
mechanical properties of CB[8]-based hydrogels, as the host-guest interactions are very
sensitive to external stimuli.250 Herein, we report a method to enhance the stiffness in the
rheological yield strain of CB[8]-based hydrogels by introducing inorganic nanowires
(NWs) into the supramolecular networks. The supramolecular hydrogel is comprised
of methyl viologen-functionalised poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA-MV), hydroxyethyl cellulose
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with naphthyl moieties (HEC-Np) and CB[8] macrocyclic hosts. The gel structure can be
effectively enhanced by the framework supporting effects of cerous phosphate NWs and
additional hydrogen bonding interactions between the NWs and the PVA-MV/HEC-Np
polymers. The high aspect ratio NWs there serve as a ‘skeleton’ for the network provid-
ing extra physical crosslinks, resulting in a single continuous phase hybrid supramolecu-
lar network with improved strength. This advanced structure based on supramolecu-
lar interactions, including CB[8] host-guest chemistry and hydrogen bonding, presents a
general approach to reinforce soft materials.
5.1 Introduction
Hybrid materials composed of organic molecules (small molecules or polymers) and
inorganic nanostructures typically exhibit enhanced mechanical properties and display
multi-functionality on account of their molecular scale interactions and synergistic ef-
fects.251–253 In such materials the inorganic components can act as a rigid skeleton while
the organic constituent parts serve as a flexible entangled mesh to generate an extended
network of interactions.254 In the past two decades, one-dimensional (1D) nanostruc-
tures, such as inorganic nanowires (NWs), carbon nanotubes and nanobelts have been
extensively explored due to their importance in both intriguing mesoscopic physical
properties and technological applications.255,256 They are expected to be used as next-
generation building blocks for energy harvesting/storage/conversion devices, chem-
ical/bio sensors and nanoscale photoelectronic/electronic devices owing to their unique
geometric characteristics.255–258
Among different 1D nanostructures, NWs are of particular interest and have been
widely used in preparing various hybrid materials, such as superconductor/ semicon-
ductor devices,259 magnetic nanomaterials260 and nanophotonic devices,261 on account
of their relatively high carrier mobility, optical and electrical properties. More import-
antly, NWs constitute an interesting class of 1D nanostructures in the fabrication of re-
inforced hybrid materials, as they can link multiple binding sites along their extended
dimension, which induces the formation of 3D networks.262,263 The ductility of NWs
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arising from their unique 1D geometric characteristics drives them to form 3D networks,
and therefore reinforcing the hybrid materials.264–266 The intrinsic mechanical strength
of inorganic NWs, however, has not been extensively studied for the reinforcement of
organic soft materials.
As an important class of soft materials, polymeric hydrogels are formed through the 3D
crosslinking of hydrophilic polymer chains, resulting in high water content and outstand-
ing biocompatibility.248,267,268 Polymeric hydrogels can be classified as either covalent
(Figure 5.1a) or non-covalent networks (Figure 5.1b), depending on the type of employed
crosslinking.268,269 Owing to the development of synthetic chemistry, a wide range of
chemically cross-linked hydrogels have been prepared through various methods, such as
click chemistry,270 thiol conjugate addition,271 Schiff base formation,272 enzymatic cross-
linking273 and disulfide bond fomation etc.274 However, due to the irreversible nature
of covalent crosslinkings, most covalent hydrogels are brittle, poorly transparent and
non-injectable. Therefore, their applications are restricted to robust, tough and elastic
materials.275 Physically cross-linked hydrogels have been developed to overcome these
deficits.
Figure 5.1: The crosslinking of hydrogels. a, Chemical crosslinkings. b, Physical cross-
linkings.268
With the development of supramolecular chemistry,35,232,233 dynamic non-covalent in-
teractions have been exploited as structural crosslinkers between polymer chains, result-
ing in mouldable 3D networks, named supramolecular hydrogels.248 Thus supramolecu-
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lar hydrogels can be served as attractive alternatives to covalent hydrogels on account
of the special properties arising from their dynamic physical crosslinks, such as stimuli-
responsiveness, shear-thinning and self-healing behaviours.17,209,248,267,276 Over the past
several decades, a wide variety of supramolecular motifs have been applied in fabricat-
ing supramolecular hydrogels, (Figure 5.1b),248,268,277,278 including self-assemblies (host-
guest complexation,279,280 hydrophobic interactions,169 hydrogen bonds281–283), metal-
ligand interactions284–286 and electrostatic interactions.287 Particularly, through utilising
host-guest chemistry, a range of supramolecular hydrogels have been prepared by em-
ploying macrocyclic hosts, such as cyclodextrins (CDs),288,289 CB[n]s,28,79,290 calixarenes291–294
and crown ethers.279,295–298 Among these host molecules, CB[n]s are of great interest as
they are nontoxic, biocompatible and exhibiting much higher Keq values,57 providing
great potential in biological applications.248
Figure 5.2: Supramolecular hydrogel formation via CB[8].17
CB[8] has been firstly utilised in the fabrication of supramolecular cross-linked net-
works by Scherman and co-workers (Figure 5.2).17 Through free radical polymerisation
techniques, multivalent copolymers with either pendant MV (first guest) or Np derivat-
ives (second guests) have been prepared and served as network backbones, after which
CB[8] is introduced to initiate 3D crosslinkings and form gel-like viscoelastic materials
with injectable potential. Scherman et al. have continued their exploration and repor-
ted a high water content (up to 99.7%) hydrogel with a minimal polymer content of
0.5 wt.%.79 Upon the addition of Np-functionalised hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC-Np,
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Mw = 1.3 MDa) to the solution of CB[8] and poly(vinyl alcohol) functionalised with MV
moieties (PVA-MV, Mw = 1.5 MDa), the viscoelastic hydrogel can be formed. Exempli-
fied through rheology experiments, these materials display excellent shear-thinning, self-
healing properties and responsive to a series of stimuli, such as temperature, chemical po-
tential and competitive guests. Then the cargo release behaviours of the hydrogel have
been invesigated.82 Next, in the following five years, a range of CB[8]-based hydrogels
have been introduced through employing versatile guest molecules. For example, hy-
drogels with impressive viscoelastic behaviours have been prepared through the strong
1:2 ‘homoternary’ complexation between CB[8] and two Phe peptides.290 Additionally,
through utilising photo-isomerisable azobenzene derivatives, a CB[8]-mediated supra-
molecular polymer network with light-tunable rheological properties has been prepared.80
Recently, a library of CB[8] hydrogel networks have been reported via in situ polymerisa-
tion of the solution with a range of vinyl monomers.299
Figure 5.3: a, Supramolecular hydrogel consisting of HEC-Np, STMV, and the CB[8] host
motif capable of binding the first guest naphthyl and the second guest violo-
gen highly dynamically. b, Colloidal reinforcing nanofibrillated cellulose, also
showing the denser and less dense network regimes. c, Interpenetrating hy-
brid hydrogel consisting of the molecular-level supramolecular and colloidal-
level nanofibrillated cellulose hydrogel. Because of its rigid nanofibres and
short aspect ratio, network aggregates are formed (flocs). d, Surface adsorp-
tion of HEC-Np onto the nanofibrillated cellulose surface. Possible hydrogen
bonding is schematically shown.81
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More importantly, CB[8]-based hydrogels can be exploited in the fabrication of com-
posite materials, endowing the resulting double networks with supramolecular charac-
teristics (i.e. shear-thinning, self-healing and stimuli-responsive properties). In 2015, a
supramolecular double network hydrogel was reported by Li et al.,83 exhibiting excellent
ductility, shear-thinning and stimuli-responsive properties, on account of the coopera-
tion of DNA hybridisation and host–guest chemistry. Similarly, through the combination
of CB[8]-based supramolecular hydrogels and colloidal nanofibrillar hydrogels, a novel
hybrid nanocomposite has been successfully prepared by Scherman and co-workers,81
displaying an enhanced rheological storage modulus and a synergistic improvement in
elastic yield values in comparison to the original nanofibrillated cellulose colloidal hy-
drogels. As shown in Figure 5.3, the enhancement is achieved on account of the fast dis-
sociation/association dynamics arising from the CB[8]-mediated cross-links and the ad-
sorption of hydroxyethyl cellulose component to the nanofibrillated cellulose nanofibres.
However, due to the weak non-covalent bonding nature of host-guest interaction, the
scope of supramolecular hydrogel applications is typically limited to materials requir-
ing soft properties.249 Compared with covalently crosslinked hydrogels,169,300,301 supra-
molecular hydrogels based on host-guest interactions are difficult to reinforce through
the introduction of metal NPs, as the host molecule can preferentially bind to the NP. For
example, the macrocyclic host, CB[8], forms strong subnanometre junctions with gold
nanoparticles, due to the relative high binding constant compared with small guest mo-
lecules.250 Therefore, few samples have been reported to date of utilising extended 1D
inorganic structures to reinforce CB[8]-based supramolecular hydrogels.81,83,302 Inspired
by the geometric structure of NWs, this chapter will present a method to enhance the
mechanical properties of CB[8]-mediated hydrogels by taking advantage of the supra-
molecular interactions between NWs and the polymer networks.
5.2 Design and preparation of nanowire-reinforced hydrogels
As shown in Figure 5.4a, the polymer backbone of the hydrogel is based on PVA-MV and
HEC-Np, where the guests (MV and Np) can form ternary complex with CB[8]. CePO4
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NWs have been utilised in this study on account of its highly hydrated surface and chem-
ical inertness with CB[8] (Figure 5.4b). By employing inorganic NWs as skeletal con-
structs, CB[8]-based supramolecular hydrogels exhibit a 50 % increase in storage modu-
lus. This prominent reinforcement is achieved from two simultaneous components (Fig-
ure 5.4c and 5.4d), firstly, CePO4 NWs provide extra crosslinks through the hydrogen
bonds between the polymer chain and the hydroxy-rich NW surface. Secondly, the poly-
mer networks replicate the ‘soft’ tissue, holding a high content of water through CB[8]-
mediated supramolecular crosslinks, while the NWs serve as an extended scaffold for the
polymeric network.
Figure 5.4: a, The chemical structure of PVA-MV, HEC-Np, CB[8] and the highly dynam-
ical 1:1:1 ternary complex formed by CB[8] host-guest chemistry between MV
and Np. b, Schematic representation of cerous phosphate NWs prepared by
a hydrothermal method, with hydroxyl groups on the surface. c, The struc-
ture of the NW-reinforced organic-inorganic hybrid supramolecular hydrogel
based on CB[8] host-guest interactions. d, NWs were employed as a ‘skel-
eton’ to bridge polymers through hydrogen bonds between NWs and PVA-
MV/HEC-Np polymers.
Preparation and characterisation of CePO4 nanowires
CePO4 NWs were synthesised by a hydrothermal reaction at 170 ◦C from Na3PO4 and
CeNO3 precursors, under acidic conditions (pH = 2, HCl aq, 1M) (Figure 5.4b).303 A
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Figure 5.5: TEM images of CePO4 nanowires. Scale bar: a, 500 nm, b, 1 µm.
clear colloidal suspension was obtained after a 10 h reaction without the appearance of
any large aggregates. The morphology of the product was characterised by TEM, which
indicated the pure nanowires were successfully fabricated (Figure 5.5). The average dia-
meter of the NWs was 15 nm with an average length of 3 µm. Since the nanowires were
prepared in the absence of any capping ligands, their surfaces were highly hydrated in
water and thus, were covered with hydroxyl groups, resulting in a highly hydrophilic
surface.
Figure 5.6: Powder X-ray diffraction results of CePO4 nanowires.
The hydroxyl groups on the NW surface were confirmed by FT-IR spectroscopy (Fig-
ure 5.17a, Experimental Section). The density of OH groups was estimated by TGA (Fig-
ure 5.17b, Experimental Section) due to hydroxyl condensation at high temperature, and
found to be around 24 nm−2. This result reflects the maximal OH density, since the at-
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tached water molecules are not necessarily removed during the preheating process. The
hydrophilicity of the NWs enable them to be dispersed in aqueous solutions. Further-
more, crystallinity of the nanowires were characterised through powder X-ray diffraction
(Figure 5.6). The pattern indicates the high purity of CePO4, which can be indexed to a
JCPDS card of 04-0632.
Preparation and characterisation of HEC-Np and PVA-MV
PVA-MV (205 KDa, 5 mol% MV loading) was synthesised through a post functionalisa-
tion.79 As shown in the 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 5.15a, Experimental Section), the
signals from 9.17-8.96 ppm and 8.52-8.42 ppm illustrate the viologen group of PVA-MV.
Furthermore, the absorption of 1711 cm−1 from FT-IR results (Figure 5.15b, Experimental
Section) also demonstrates the functionalisation.
HEC-Np (1.3 MDa, 5 mol% Np loading) was synthesised according to previous literat-
ure.79 The chemical shift at 7.91-7.35 ppm of Figure 5.16a (Experimental Section) indicates
the naphthyl group of the HEC-Np product. Moreover, the characteristic absorption of
the FT-IR spectrum (Figure 5.16b, Experimental Section) at 1645 cm−1 is attributed to the
C=O group of HEC-Np, confirming the successful post reaction.
Hydrogel formation
According to our previous work,79 HEC-Np and PVA-MV are able to form a dynamic
hydrogel via CB[8] host-guest interactions (Figure 5.4a). The composition of the hydro-
gel can be varied from 0.25 wt% HEC-Np, 0.05 wt% PVA-MV@CB[8] to 1.5 wt% HEC-
Np, 0.3 wt% PVA-MV@CB[8], with the storage modulus increased from 10 Pa to 500 Pa
(10 rad/s frequency and 1% oscillation strain).79 Here the supramolecular hydrogels
composed of HEC-Np (0.5 wt%), PVA-MV (0.05 wt%) and CB[8] (0.05 wt%) have been
used in this study, which can be readily enhanced through the addition of an extremely
small amount of CePO4 NWs (0.001-0.030 wt%). The preparation details can been seen
in the Experimental Section.
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5.3 Characterisation of nanowire-reinforced hydrogels
Figure 5.7: Storage (G′) and loss (G′′) moduli from amplitude dependent oscillatory rhe-
ology of CePO4 NWs enhanced hybrid supramolecular hydrogels at 0.5 wt%
HEC-Np, 0.05 wt% PVA-MV and 0.05 wt% CB[8] with NW concentration
ranges from 0 to 0.0300 wt% (labelled as sample 1-5).
Amplitude dependent oscillatory rheology of the hydrogel has been investigated to un-
derstand the dependence of the material strength (Figure 5.7) on increasing amounts of
CePO4 NWs from 0.0010 wt% to 0.0020 wt%. Hydrogel samples with 0, 0.0010, 0.0015,
0.0020 and 0.0300 wt% CePO4 NWs are labelled as 1-5, respectively. All samples display
broad elastic properties before the critical strain point, where G′ (storage moduli)>G′′
(loss moduli), indicating the elastic hydrogel behaviour of the hybrid materials. The ma-
terial strength can be investigated by the value of G′, the moduli difference (G′-G′′) and
tan δ (the ratio of G′′/G′).290 The G′ values display a 48% increase (from 21.3 ± 0.3 Pa to
31.5± 0.3 Pa) upon addition of the NWs. Moreover, tan δ in the broad viscoelastic region
of sample 1 is 0.69, and decreases to 0.59 with the addition of NWs (sample 4), high-
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lighting that hydrogel strength is enhanced upon the addition of NWs. Additionally, the
complete amplitude dependent oscillatory rheology results of samples with different NW
concentrations of 0 wt%, 0.0010 wt%, 0.0015 wt%, 0.0020 wt%, 0.0025 wt%, 0.0030 wt%,
0.0035 wt% and 0.0300 wt% can be seen in Figure 5.19 (Experimental Section), where the
gel with 0.0020 wt% CePO4 NWs have the highest G′ value.
Figure 5.8: Storage (G′) and loss (G′′) moduli from frequency dependent oscillatory rhe-
ology of CePO4 NWs enhanced hybrid supramolecular hydrogels at 0.5 wt%
HEC-Np, 0.05 wt% PVA-MV and 0.05 wt% CB[8] with NW concentration
ranges from 0 to 0.0300 wt% (labelled as sample 1-5).
Hydrogels fabricated by non-covalent interactions typically exhibit frequency depend-
ence on account of finite crosslink lifetimes.304 The frequency sweep results (Figure 5.18,
Experimental Section) illustrate that for all samples, G′ is dominant over G′′ at higher an-
gular frequencies, indicating that all samples have gel-like structures with short crosslink
lifetimes. As shown in Figure 5.8, at frequencies below 0.2 rad/s, G′′ is slightly dominant
over G′ in sample 1. This is likely due to its bulk relaxation being longer than that in the
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other samples, resulting in viscous flow behaviours.290 However, for sample 4, across the
range of frequencies tested, G′ exceeds G′′, implying an enhanced crosslinked structure.
Even at lower frequencies when the crosslink off rate is faster than the oscillation periods,
the sample 4 still retains a gel structure. This is likely due to the supporting effect from the
NW network. Moreover, as shown in Figure 5.18 (Experimental Section), the complete
frequency dependent oscillatory rheology results of sample with different NW concentra-
tions of 0 wt%, 0.0010 wt%, 0.0015 wt%, 0.0020 wt%, 0.0025 wt% and 0.0300 wt% indicate
that 0.0020 wt% CePO4 NWs is the optimal concentration for this system on account of
the highest G′ value.
Figure 5.9: SEM images of cryo-dried and lyophilised hydrogel samples a, in absence of
NWs (scale bar: 20 µm); b-d, with 0.0020 wt% NWs (scale bar of b: 20 µm,
scale bar of c: 2 µm, scale bar of d: 0.5 µm); while NWs in the hybrid gel can
clearly be seen in c and d.
The microstructure of cryo-dried and lyophilised hydrogel samples was observed by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Figure 5.9a and 5.9b reveal that the hybrid hydrogel
retains a similar gel structure to that of a pure supramolecular hydrogel after the addition
of NWs. At higher magnification, the NW structures are clearly dispersed and embed-
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ded within the polymer network, as shown in Figure 5.9c and 5.9d. The location of NWs
might be further investigated through the energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX)
in the future. The strength-reinforced behaviours of CePO4 NW hydrogels may be attrib-
uted to two mutually occurring interactions. Compared with the soft polymer chains, the
inorganic CePO4 NWs have a larger aspect ratio and remain in an extended conforma-
tion with excellent ductility. This enables the polymer chains to complex with the NWs
through hydrogen bonding and the NWs can serve as a supporting skeleton to reinforce
the 3D network. The hydrogen bonding interactions between the hydroxyl groups on
the polymer chains and the surface of the cerous phosphate NWs provide more physical
crosslinks in addition to the CB[8] mediated 3D network.
Figure 5.10: SEM image of cryo-dried and lyophilised samples of hydrogels with
0.0025 wt% NWs, which confirms the NWs aggregates. Scale bar of a: 2 µm.
Scale bar of b: 1 µm.
When the amount of NWs exceeded 0.0020 wt%, the strength of hydrogels decreased
(Figure 5.7, 5.8, 5.19, 5.18). We hypothesise that excess NWs over a critical value would
lead to aggregation. As a consequence, the polymer-NW interactions decrease and result
in a weaker internal network. Aggregates of the NWs were indeed observed by SEM
(Figure 5.10). In addition, control experiment was carried out, demonstrating the ‘excess’
NWs drive weaker interactions with the polymer chain (Figure 5.13).
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Figure 5.11: a, Shear dependent rheology of CePO4 NW-enhanced hybrid supramolecu-
lar hydrogels at 0.5 wt% HEC-Np, 0.05 wt% PVA-MV and 0.05 wt% CB[8]
without CePO4 NWs (sample 1) and with 0.0020 wt% NWs (sample 4). b, Al-
ternating strain experiment on NW-enhanced hybrid hydrogel. The oscillat-
ory strain alternated between 1 and 1000% every 30 s. G′′ dominates at high
strain whilst G′ recovers rapidly when the applied strain reverts back to 1%
and the original viscoelastic property is recovered. This process was repeated
five times, demonstrating good recyclability.
Dynamic viscosity rheology with different shear rates indicates the hybrid hydrogels
exhibit shear-thinning, viscoelasticity and non-Newtonian behaviours on the account
of various non-covalent interactions within the materials. As shown in Figure 5.11a,
the viscosity of both sample 1 and 4 decreases to a low level around 0.6-0.8 Pa·s with
the shear rate rising to 100 s−1, since the high shear rate breaks most CB[8]-facilitated
crosslinks and the materials tend to express liquid behaviours with a much lower viscos-
ity.290 Moreover, at a low shear rate (0.1 s−1), sample 4 has the highest viscosity value of
48.6 Pa·s, while a value of only 29.6 Pa·s is obtained for sample 1, which further confirms
that hydrogel 4 has a deformation resistant structure.
Furthermore, the hybrid gel shows its self-healing nature as a supramolecular net-
work (Figure 5.11b). In addition, as shown in Figure 5.12, the rheological and inver-
ted vial tests demonstrate that the introduction of competitive guest 1-adamantylamine
(ADA) will lead to the deformation of the gel structure, suggesting excellent stimulus-
responsive properties. Therefore, the NW-reinforced hybrid hydrogels have retained the
shear-thinning, self-healing and stimulus-responsive properties of supramolecualr net-
works, allowing for potential applications in injectable delivery systems.
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Figure 5.12: a, Storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli from amplitude dependent oscillatory
rheology for the control experiment with and without ADA. b, The inverted
vial test results. The gels was composed of 0.5 wt% HEC-Np, 0.05 wt% PVA-
MV, 0.05 wt% CB[8] and 0.0020 wt% CePO4 NWs before and after adding
ADA.
Control experiments
Figure 5.13: Loss (G”) and complex (|G*|=[G’2+G”2]1/2) moduli from amplitude depend-
ent oscillatory rheology of the solution of 0.5 wt% HEC-Np, 0.05 wt% PVA-
MV (without CB[8]) with different concentration of CePO4 NWs.
To prove that the stiffening effect of NWs on the hydrogel is derived from the in-
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teractions between the NWs and the polymer networks, the first control experiment
was designed, where the samples with the same composition of HEC-Np and PVA-MV
polymers but without any CB[8], containing nanowire concentrations of 0, 0.0020 and
0.0025 wt% were tested. As the samples display liquid behaviours without CB[8]-based
crosslinkings, the amplitude dependent oscillatory rheology of the control samples is
G′′-dominant. Thus G∗ (complex moduli, |G∗|=[G′2+G′′2]1/2) and G′′ are discussed in Fig-
ure 5.13. Both G∗ and G′′ increased with the introduction of 0.0020 wt% NWs, confirming
the stiffening effect of NWs on the polymer networks. However, G∗ and G′′ then undergo
a decrease with ‘excess’ NWs addition (0.0025 wt%) due to the hindering effects of excess
NWs on the NW-polymer interactions.
Figure 5.14: Storage (G’) and loss (G”) moduli from a, amplitude dependent oscillatory
rheology, b, frequency dependent oscillatory rheology and c, shear depend-
ent rheology for the control experiment. d, The inverted vial test results
for the hydrogels with CB[8] (left), without CB[8] (middle) and with CB[7]
(right). The gels was composed of 0.5 wt% HEC-Np, 0.05 wt% PVA-MV and
0.0020 wt% CePO4 nanowires with CB[8], without CB[8] and with CB[7].
Next control experiment was designed to demonstrate that the hydrogel structure is
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based on CB[8] complexation crosslinkings instead of the hydrogen bonding between
NWs and polymer networks. A series of hydrogels consist of 0.5 wt% HEC-Np, 0.05 wt%
PVA-MV and 0.0020 wt% CePO4 nanowires with CB[8], without CB[8] and with CB[7]
were prepared. Both the rheology test (Figure 5.14a-c) and the inverted vial test (Fig-
ure 5.14d) suggest that without host–guest ternary complexations (samples without CB[8]
and with CB[7]), gel-like properties would not exist. Therefore, the simply supporting ef-
fects from the NWs are not able to maintain the gel structure. The reinforced hybrid
hydrogel is based on the crosslinkings arised from CB[8] host-guest interactions.
5.4 Conclusions
In conclusion, the mechanical properties of CB[8]-based supramolecular hydrogels have
been significantly enhanced by the formation of hybrid hydrogels with extremely small
quantities of CePO4 NWs. The addition of CePO4 NWs generates physical interactions
resulting from the hydrogen bonding between the NW surface and the polymer network.
The NWs have been found to act as a ‘skeleton’, leading to an enhanced continuous phase
hybrid network and allowed for the supramolecular hydrogels to retain their attractive
properties, including stimuli-responsivity, shear-thinning and self-healing.
This work outlines a general approach for the use of inorganic NWs as frameworks
to enhance the mechanical properties of organic soft materials through the formation
of organic-inorganic hybrid networks based on supramolecular interactions (CB[8] host-
guest chemistry and hydrogen bonding). In addition, this work suggests that the intro-
duction of inorganic materials to CB[8]-based supramoleuclar hydrogels might drive ver-
satile properties. For example, inspired by this work, a supramolecular polymer–colloidal
hydrogel has been successfully prepared by readily introducing functional polymer-grafted
silica nanoparticles to CB[8]-based hydrogels, which can be drawn into novel biocompat-
ible ‘supramolecular fibres’ at room temperature.305
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5.5 Experimental
5.5.1 Materials and general methods
All starting chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as received un-
less stated otherwise. Poly(vinyl alcohol)(PVA, Mn = 205 KDa) first dissolved in wa-
ter at 5 wt%, then precipitated from a solution of acetone and methanol (1:1) and dried
overnight at 60 ◦C. Hydroxyethyl cellulose (HEC), with a number-average molecular
weight (Mn) of 1.3 MDa, dried overnight in a vacuum oven at 105 ◦C before use. CB[7],
CB[8]16,177 and MV-NCO306 were prepared according to previously published protocols.
1H NMR (400 MHz) spectra were recorded using a Bruker Avance QNP 400. 1H NMR
(500 MHz) spectra were recorded using Bruker Avance QNP 500 Cryo Ultrashield. Chem-
ical shifts were measured in ppm (δ) in D2O and CDCl3 with the internal reference set to
δ 4.79 ppm and 7.26 ppm respectively.
Rheological characterisation was performed using a TA Instruments Discovery Hybrid
Rheometer (DHR)-2 controlled stress rheometer fitted with a Peltier Plate set to 20 ◦C. All
measurements were performed using a 40 mm parallel plate geometry (500 µm gap size)
and analysed using TA Instruments TRIOS software. Dynamic oscillatory strain amp-
litude sweep measurements were conducted at a frequency of 10 rad/s between 0.1 %
and 1000 % oscillation strains. Dynamic oscillatory frequency sweep measurements were
performed at a 1% strain amplitude, between 0.01 to 100 rad/s. The flow sweep tests were
conducted between 0.01 and 100 S−1.
ATR FT-IR spectroscopy was conducted using a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum 100 series FT-
IR spectrometer equipped with a universal ATR sampling accessory.
TEM characterisation was carried out on a FEI Philips Tecnai 20 TEM under an ac-
celerating voltage of 80 kV. Samples were prepared by applying one drop of the as-
synthesised microspheres onto a Holey R carbon coated copper TEM grid (400 mesh)
and dried overnight.
SEM images were obtained using a Zeiss (Jena, Germany) FE-SEM with variable pres-
sure at 1.5 keV. SEM samples were prepared by freezing of the supramolecular hydrogels
in liquid nitrogen followed by lyophilisation. The resulting materials were imaged after
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sputtering.
5.5.2 General procedure for hydrogel preparation
PVA-MV. PVA (Mn=205 KDa, 1.00 g) and MV-NCO were first dissolved in NMP (60 mL).
After addition of dibutyltin dilaurate (3 drops), the mixture was stirred overnight at room
temperature. Then the mixture was dialysed against NaCl solution (0.1 M, 24 h) and wa-
ter (48 h) to exchange counter-ions before freeze drying to yield a yellowish solid (1.56 g,
96 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) δ(ppm=) 9.17-8.96 (br, MV aryl-H), 8.52-8.42 (br, MV
aryl-H), 4.56-4.51 (br, MV-CH2), 4.42 (s, MV-CH3), 4.00-3.89 (br, MV-CH2-CH2-OCN- and
-NCO-CH from the backbone), 2.95-2.83 (br, -CH2-NCO), 2.05-1.25 (br, polymer backbone
and hexamethylene linker).79
Figure 5.15: a, 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz) and b, FT-IR characterisation of PVA-MV.
HEC-Np. HEC (Mn=1.3 MDa, 2.00 g) was dissolved in NMP (300 ml). The mixture was
heated to 110 ◦C under nitrogen to yield a pale yellow clear solution. The solution was
then cooled to room temperature and Np-NCO (60.2 mg, 3.55 mmol) as well as dibutyltin
dilaurate (6 drops) were added. After stirring overnight, the solution was precipitated
from cooled acetone. The solid was collected by filtration, which was dissolved in DI
H2O before dialysed against H2O for three days. After freeze drying, the product was
obtained as a white solid (2.02 g, 98 %). 1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) δ(ppm=) 7.91-7.35 (m,
nathphyl), 4.28-2.93 (br, polymer backbone).79
CePO4 nanowires. The CePO4 nanowires were prepared using a hydrothermal method.
In the synthesis, Ce(NO3)3 (0.40 g) and Na3PO4 (0.30 g) were dissolved in 30 mL of DI
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Figure 5.16: a, 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz) and b, FT-IR characterisation of HEC-Np.
water in a Teflon autoclave reactor, the pH of the solution was adjusted to 2 using HCl
(aq, 1M). After being sealed, the solution was heated at 170 ◦C for 10 h in an electric
oven, which yielded a clear colloid. The products were then separated by centrifugation
at 10,000 rpm and washed with DI water.
The phase of the products was characterised via powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) on
Bruker D8 Advance with the energy of 40 kV and 40 mA. Their morphology was verified
by TEM.
Figure 5.17: a, FT-IR characterisation of CePO4 nanowires. b, TGA results of CePO4
nanowires.
Hydrogel preparation. An example of the general hydrogel preparation is described
here for a HEC-Np/PVA-MV/CB[8]/NW 0.5/0.05/0.05/0.001 wt% gel. Firstly, HEC-Np
(7.5 mg) was dissolved in DI water (0.5 mL) with stirring and mild heating. Secondly,
a mixture of PVA-MV (0.75 mg) and CB[8] (0.75 mg) was dissolved in water (0.5 mL)
and sonicated <5 min). Similarly, CePO4 nanowires (0.015 mg) were first dispersed in
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DI water (0.5 mL) and sonicated. Finally, the solutions were mixed and vortexed for
approximately 1 s to achieve a combined hydrogel and any bubbles were removed by
centrifuge at 10000 rpm for 3 minutes.
5.5.3 Hydrogel characterisation
Figure 5.18: Storage (G′) and loss (G′′) moduli from frequency dependent oscillatory rhe-
ology of CePO4 enhanced hybrid supramolecular hydrogels at 0.5 wt% HEC-
Np, 0.05 wt% PVA-MV and 0.05 wt% CB[8] with different concentration
of CePO4 NWs: a, 0 wt%; b, 0.0010 wt%; c, 0.0015 wt%; d, 0.0020 wt%;
e, 0.0025 wt%; f, 0.0300 wt%. The data indicates that 0.0020 wt% CePO4
NWs is the optimal concentration for this system.
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Figure 5.19: Storage (G′) and loss (G′′) moduli from amplitude dependent oscillatory rhe-
ology of CePO4 enhanced hybrid supramolecular hydrogels at 0.5 wt% HEC-
Np, 0.05 wt% PVA-MV and 0.05 wt% CB[8] with different concentration
of CePO4 NWs: a, 0 wt%; b, 0.0010 wt%; c, 0.0015 wt%; d, 0.0020 wt%;
e, 0.0025 wt%; f, 0.0030 wt%; g, 0.0035 wt%; h, 0.0300 wt%. The results
demonstrate that the gel with 0.0020 wt% CePO4 NWs have stronger and




CB[8] has become an important member in supramolecular host-guest chemistry due to
its capability to form strong yet dynamic 1:2 ternary complexes with versatile guest mo-
lecules. Owing to the non-covalent binding, CB[8] has provided an outstanding platform
to achieve macroscopic properties through the modification of molecular-level supra-
molecular interactions. Therefore, throughout this thesis, CB[8] ternary complexes, espe-
cially the complexation between CB[8] and Azo derivatives, have been exploited to fab-
ricate novel crystalline and composite architectures through hierarchically self-assembled
processes. More importantly, by taking advantage of the various supramolecular interac-
tions in the structure, CB[8]-based materials have been endowed with interesting prop-
erties and applications, such as morphology-control crystallisation, micelle recycling and
reinforced mechanical strength.
The thesis starts with the crystalline system based on the binding between CB[8] and an
intriguing Azo-dye molecule: methyl orange (chapter 2), which possesses electronically-
positive and negative terminal groups simultaneously. The intermolecular and inter-
complex supramolecular interactions (strong Coulombic forces, secondary interactions)
furnish the 2MO@CB[8] complex with fast crystallisation properties, making it the fast-
est CB[n] complex crystallisation to date. This study provides a promising host-guest
strategy for the preparation of crystals from molecules that are difficult to crystallise by
traditional methods. As there will be a colour fading process of the 2MO@CB[8] solu-
tion during the crystal growth (formation of the crystalline nucleus and large crystals),
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the crystallisation can be monitored through the UV/Vis technique. The simulation and
calculation of this kinetic process might be achieved based on the changes of the ab-
sorption spectra. Therefore, the investigation of the detailed mechanism is still under
way. Furthermore, the binding study has been extended to a series of MO derivatives,
where a novel 2MC@CB[8] crystal with 1D channels in the crystalline structure have been
reported. The investigation of its potential applications in gas storage and proton con-
ductivity is in progress. In addition, with the aim of introducing defects to 2MO@CB[8]
crystals and building more complex structures, an MO/MN@CB[8] crystal is currently
being studied.
Inspired by the electrostatically-driven 1D crystal growth of 2MO@CB[8] complex,
CB[8] can be utilised to orientate the electrostatic charges of the guests, resulting in aniso-
tropic Coulombic interactions. Therefore, 2MO@CB[8] complex can be further explored
as tectonic ‘tiles’ to hierarchically build crystalline constructs with different morphologies
(chapter 3). The three main factors (ionic strength, pH and competitive guests) affecting
the crystal growth process have been discussed. For instance, our understanding of the
anisotropic effects from ionic strength variations can be exploited to prepare 2D sheet-like
and more complex-shaped crystals, which might provide an ideal tool to deal with the
challenging topic: preparing shape-controlled crystals at a macroscopic level. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first report of utilising ionic strength to adjust the shape of
CB[n]-based complex crystals. Moreover, the oriented electrostatic properties have been
exploited to fabricate macroscopic free-standing crystalline pillars grown from a modi-
fied glass surface through simple procedures at room temperature. This might provide
a promising approach to fabricate organic crystalline patterns in the near future. On ac-
count of the photo-responsive property of Azo moiety, 2Azo@CB[8] crystals possess great
potential in preparing optical and electrical functional materials, which will open a new
window for the fields of both supramolecular chemistry and crystallography.
Next, CB[8] ‘hand-cuffs’ have been employed in the fabrication of organic-inorganic
composite materials. In chapter 4, Azo-functionalised micelles with cargo-loading capab-
ilities have been prepared and attached onto the surface of CB[8] catenane-functionalised
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magnetic SiO2 NPs via CB[8] host-guest chemistry, forming a novel MNC structure. By
taking advantage of its magnetic and photo-responsive properties, the micelles are con-
centrated and collected through the assembly and disassembly of MNCs. In the last step,
the hydrophobic cargoes inside the micelle can be released in a controllable manner, on
account of the pH and thermal responsive properties of PDMAEMA and PNIPAM blocks
respectively. More importantly, both the micelles and NPs can be recycled with nice effi-
ciency through this method. Therefore, MNCs provide a novel strategy for the recycling
of versatile drug carriers in the future.
Figure 6.1: a, Schematic of the two-step, three-component binding of CB[8] in water. b,
Schematic representation of a hierarchical supramolecular polymer–colloidal
hydrogel (SPCH) prepared through addition of CB[8] to a mixture of polymer-
grafted silica P1 (functionalised with MV) and a linear HEC-NP H1 in water. c,
Photograph of the supramolecular fiber after the hydrogel filament undergoes
fast dehydration. d, SEM image of the supramolecular fiber (Inset, zoomed-in
view of fiber).305
Finally CB[8] ternary complexes have been exploited in the preparation of composite
hydrogels (chapter 5), where the mechanical property of the organic hydrogel has been
reinforced through the addition of extremely small amounts of inorganic NWs. By em-
ploying the high aspect ratio CePO4 NWs as skeletal constructs, the resulted continuous
phase hybrid network exhibits a 50 % increase in storage modulus. This is a result of
the hydrogen bonds between the polymer chains and the hydroxy-rich NW surfaces.
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The location of NWs inside the gel structure might be further investigated through EDX
technique in the future. The fascinating properties of supramolecular networks, includ-
ing stimuli-responsivity, shear-thinning and self-healing, have been retained in the rein-
forced hybrid hydrogel. This work highlights a general approach of incorporating CB[8]-
based hydrogels with inorganic nano-materials to tailor their macroscopic properties.
Inspired by this work, a supramolecular polymer–colloidal hydrogel has been reported
by our group (Figure 6.1), where functional polymer-grafted silica nanoparticles have
been introduced to CB[8]-mediated networks.305 The resulted hydrogel can be drawn
into novel biocompatible ‘supramolecular fibres’, exhibiting a unique combination of
stiffness and remarkable damping performance.
Through the investigation of the host-guest chemistry between CB[8] and Azo derivat-
ives, a series of supramolecular assemblies have been fabricated in a hierarchical manner,
resulting in a variety of properties and potential applications in the fields of crystalline
and composite materials. In conclusion, this thesis shows that CB[8]-based ternary com-
plexes could significantly contribute to the fields of both supramolecular chemistry and
materials science. This trend is expected to continue in the future.
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